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W . R O Y ER , M. D .,
Practising  Physician ,
F r a p p e , Pa. Office at his residence, nearly 
r  opposite Masonic HalL
J J E S R Y  R O W ER ,
V ete rina ry  Surgeon,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Pell ’Phone 23 z.
Y. W EB ER , N . D .,
P ractising  Physician ,
EVANSBURG, Fa. Office Bonn : Until 8 a.m.; 7 to 9 p, m. Keystone’Phone No. IT.
g  A. K R C SEN , M. D .,
H om eopath ic  Physician ,
0OLLEGKEVILLE, Pa. Office Hours : Until 9 
a. m.: 6 to 8 p. m. Keystone ’phone, No. 6 ; 
Bell, 90x. fOtber office hours by appointment. 
All kinds of X-Ray work and electnoal treat­
ment for cancerous, skin, and nervous diseases.
s, B . H O R N IN G , N . D .,»
Practising  Physician,
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Telephone In office. 
Office Honn nntll 9 a. m.
H . HA M ER, M. D.J .
H om eopath ic  Physician.
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Honn: Until 
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention 
given to oar, nose and throat diseases. “23a u.
J J A R V E Y  L . 8 HOMO,
Attorney-at-La w,
821 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA 
RESIDENCE—ROYEBSFORD.
Both ’Phones.
J J E R B E R T  (J. M OORE,
A tto rn ey -a t-  L aw ,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING, 
305 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa 
Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
M AYNE R . LO N G STRETH ,
A ttorney- a t-L a w ,
And Notary Publlo. ::: No. 712 Croier Build 
lng, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6*28. 
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.
J O S E P H  8 . K R A TZ,
A tto rn ey -a t-L aw ,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th 








-a t-L aw ,
NORRISTOWN, FA
nnHOM AS HALLMAN,
A tto rn ey -a t-L aw ,
823 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA
Will be at his branch office in Odd Fellows 
Building, COLLUGEVJLLB, Pa., every evening 
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 6. 
1-26.
F .¥ ,  S c l e r a ’s
CoUegeviUe, Pa.
Second door above 
railroad.
l Finest grade8 of 
cigars ana tobacco 
always on hand*
j g  S. PO LEY ,
C o n trac to r an d  B uilder,
TRAPPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction. 
Estimates cheerfully furnished. 6-523
T fT  H. BARMDT,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
CONTRACTOR FOR ALI* KINDS OF
Brick and Stone Masonry,
CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti­
mates cheerfully furnished and^oodjwork guar­







S la te r an d  R oofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey 
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con­
tracted At lowest prices. lloot
D R . D A V I S ,
Eye Specialist and Physician,
240  H IG H  ST ., P O T T 8TOW N.
SECOND FLOOR.
$ 1 0 0 0  WUA BCir A
H O U SE, B A R N .
AND ONE ACRE OF GROUND along the 
Trolley In Limerick. Apply to
U. S. G. FINKBINER,
Real Estate and Insuranoe Agent, 
Roversford, P a .
Letter No. 19.
LOCAL HISTORY SKETCHES.
Q E O R G E  K . B R E C H T ,
A tto rn ey -a t-  L aw ,
OFFICES: 505 SWEDE STREET, and during 
banking hours at Montgomery Trust Co., 118 
W. Main Street. NORRISTOWN, Pa.
Will respond to both ’phones 
¡8 ; at Trust Co., Nos. 6.
a t Office, Nos. 
2-1.
J O H N  S. HUN SIC K ER ,
Justice  of th e  P eace ,
RAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and 
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales at­
tended to. Charges reasonable.
j ^ R T H U R  G. A SH ,
Ju s tic e  of th e  P eace ,
Real Estate and General Business ¿gent,
TRAPPE, PA. All kinds of real estate sold 
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money 
loaned. 8-16
D R . FR A N K  B R A N D R E T H ,
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman.)
DENTIST,
JRtQ Y ERS FORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at 
honest prices.
D R . fiL D . C O R N ISH ,
DENTIST,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed; Gas 
administered. Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81 Bell ’Phone, 27Y.
IT REQUIRES AN AC­
CURATE KNO WLEDGE OF 
I REFRACTION and the laws 
of opties to determine and cor- 
irect faults of eyesight. The 
--«iùnflE»' benefit of my special training 
and practice covering a quarter of a century are 
a t your service.
A. B . P A R K E R , O p tic ia n ,
210 DeKALB STREET, NORRISTOWN.
Ed w a r d  d a y i d ,P a in te r  a n d
P a p e r-H an g e r,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 4VSamples of paper 
alwayl on hand.
RESIDENCE OF PAUL FRY —  JOSEPH 
BUCKWALTER— WILLIAM ROBERTS—  
MICHAEL RAYSOR —  ADELINE AND 
HANNAH BARNET—THE RUFF FAMILY 
—MOTHER POLLY DETWEILER—MRS. 
JOSEPH ROYER —  GEORGE RAMBO—  
EMANUEL RAMBO— SAMUEL PUGH— 
HENRY W. KRATZ,E8Q.— REV. A. B. 
SHENKLE— CHURCH TROUBLES.
Next to the residence of Capt. | 
Jacob Fry, Sr., was Paul Fry’s—no ; 
relative—who built and occupied 
this bouse up to the time of his 
death. The same is now owned by 
the William Roberts family. Paul 
Fry had been a farmer, and owned 
for many years the "present Joseph 
Hunsberger farm near Bechtel’s. 
Fry sold bis farm to William 
Yocum, who ,in turn some years 
after, sold it to a Mr. Whitby. It 
is the same place where the hor­
rible murder of Mrs. Whitby’s 
sister was committed by the fiend 
Curley, who forfeited his life on the 
gallows for the perpetration of the 
crime.
Joseph Buekwalter, son-in-law of 
Paul Fry, bought his father-in-law’s 
house, the same where Joseph’s 
daughter, Mrs. Roberts now lives.
Next above the Roberts residence 
Michael Raysor many years ago 
built a house whith was later 
occupied by Adeline and Hannah 
Barnet, milliners and dressmakers. 
Nearly opposite this latter house 
stood an old tumble-down building 
-■-part stone and part log—which 
was occupied by the Mike Ruff 
family. I cannot recall the names 
of all the members of the Ruff 
family. There was one son—Jacob 
Dewees Joseph Royer Ruff, and 
several daughters — oue named 
Mary, who was hired girl several 
years in Judge Royer’s family.
A few years after the removal of 
the Ruff building, Dr. Thomas 
Davis of Lower Providence, came 
to the Trappe and erected a house 
near the site of the Ruff building, 
which was afterwards bought by 
Mrs. Polly Detweiler, who lived
here many years. She was 
mother of ten children—six sons 
and" four daughters, as follows: 
John, William Isaac, Abraham, 
Daniel, Benjamin, Elizabeth, Cath­
erine, Hannah and Mary.
Many of my readers will remem­
ber her son, Dr. Daniel D. Det­
weiler, who was a successful prac- 
ticioner for some years in Trappe 
and vicinity. He married Miss 
Sallie Hobson, now Mrs. Super. He 
had his office where Mrs. Super’s 
grandfather, Israel Bringhurst, 
bad carried on the store business 
years ago.
Polly Detweiler’s son, Benjamin 
H. is still living, and is also a 
physician. He is located in Wil­
liamsport, Pa., and in connection 
with his son, also a physician, has 
a very extensive practice.
The large brick house next to the 
Mother Detweiler’s, now owned 
and occupied by George Rambo, 
was the home for some years of the 
widow of Hon. Joseph Royer, and 
mother of our esteemed and re­
spected citizen, Dr. Joseph Royer.
In the house- next above George 
Rambo’s, lived many years ago the 
same Michael Raysor before 're­
ferred to. Emanuel Rambo, long a 
public school teacher, afterwards 
resided here some time. Later 
Samuel Pugh occupied the same.
The house next above the Pugh 
home was built by Henry W. Kratz, 
Esq., in which he resided with his 
family some years before he erected 
the fine residence on the south side 
of the turnpike, a little further up, 
which he sold to David Fulmer be­
fore he removed to Norristown.
They greater part of the life of 
Esquire Kratz was identified with 
the village of Trappe, where his 
youth was spent in the schools of 
the place, and where he grew up to 
manhood and by diligent applica­
tion to his calling, and praise­
worthy example as a citizen, his in­
fluence has contributed much to the 
good of the community and needs 
no encomium at my my hands.
Next above is the house, long the 
home of Rev. A. B. SKeokle, for 
twenty years pastor of St. Luke’s 
German Reformed church. I shall 
always cherish a grateful remem­
brance of brother Sbenkle for his- 
sympathy and kind helpfullness to 
my father and myself when the so- 
called Reformed Mennonites barred 
the dbors of their meetinghouses 
against us, and for opening his 
church to us and our friends in 
'Which to bold religious services.
Iucredibleas.it may seta, I was 
summoned before the Mennonite 
Church tribunal in Skippack in 
1851—being theD a minister of the 
Reformed Mennonite Conference— 
charged with violating the custom 
of the Mennouites for communing 
with Brother Shenkle. The charge 
was in substance as follows.:
“ Das Freie Abeudmahl zu balten 
mit Kirchen anderer Verfassungen 
ist das Schwerdt zu billigen, und 
die Kinder Tauf zu bestatigen., so 
wohl als andere pingen zu erlaw- 
ben die nicbt in Eintracht sind mit 
unseren Benennung.”
I am glad to note in this connec­
tion that fifty years or more has 
brought about a decided change 
among these same Reformed Men­
nonites, under the wiser adminis­
tration of my worthy friends, Rev. 
A, B. Shelly, N. B. Grubb, A. M. ( 
Fretz, W. S. Godshalk, A. 
Shelley, and others, who are quite 
up to date in Christian charity and 
unity of purpose, and are hand in 
band with the great body of other 
churches, having laid aside the 
narrow views so long held by an 
intolerant denomination.
I will be pardoned for introdu­
cing at this point a matter touching 
the difference between the Menno­
nite Church and ourselves, as I 
purpose in subsequent letters to 
write our remarkable history as re­
lated to the Mennonite Church, of 
which my father and myself were 
ministers. I only purposed now to 
show the spirit in which Brother 
Shenkle and his brethren received 
us, though cast out and disowned
by those we hac^longed to serve.
H e n r y  A. H u n s ic k e r . 
604 Wister St., Germantown, Pa.
WASHINGTON LETTER.
From Our Regular Correspondent.
Washington D. C. Nov. 8, 1906.— 
Now that the elections are over and 
the result known the country will 
await the next important event in 
the political program which will be 
the assembling of Congress in less 
than a month hence. The elections 
on Tuesday have made it certain 
that the Administration will have a 
majority in Congress for the re­
mainder of the President’s term of 
office and while the majority will 
not be as large as that of the fifty 
ninth Congress it is probable, in­
deed,- almost certain, that it will be 
in more complete accord with the 
Administration and less calcitrant 
tbaD the present Congress, for not­
withstanding the President’s pro­
gram was triumphantly carried out 
during the last session there were 
some recalcitrant members and 
Senators in his own party. Mr. 
Wadsworth who opposed the meat 
inspection bill and defied the Presi­
dent in well remembered words and 
whose championship of the beef 
trust suggested the zeal of a paid 
attorney ba$ lost bis election. The 
.friends of the President and nota­
bly his son-in-law, have, I believe, 
without exception been returned. 
The boasts and threats of those sons 
of labor whose work is mainly with 
their jaws have come to naught, not 
a single member of Congress it ap­
pears, having been defeated by the 
labor vote. Yellow politics has 
failed to elect its candidate in New 
York but it will be some time be­
fore the decent and conservative 
people of the country recover from 
the menace and shock of Mr. 
Hearst’s almost successful cam 
paign. The country indeed should 
not be permitted to recover. Rad­
icalism, socialism, anarchy have 
long been latent and are now 
crescent in American politics and 
not until the noxious disease is 
stamped -out should the country 
abate its anxious vigijanee. The 
President is speeding^ athwart the 
flashing brine to examine the great 
ditch on the spot. It may be im­
agined that his heart is light and 
that his sanguine optimistic temper- 
ment wjll enable him during the 
days and weeks of his absence to 
have hope and faith in the con­
tinued welfare and beneficent pro­
gress of his Administration.
President Roosevelt’s visit to 
Panama, will be unprecedented in 
our history and will permanently 
explode the theory that a President 
during his incumbency of office 
must be a prisoner in the .country. 
When that idea first became one of 
the unwritten laws which have 
heretofore hedged Presidents about 
the United States had no outlying 
possessions and a President in 
serving his country had no oc­
casion to go outside of the bound­
aries of the United States buju cir­
cumstances have altered theories as 
well as boundaries and with our 
widening possessions it would be 
absurd to inhibit the Chief Execu­
tive from paying calls upon any of 
them at any time he decided that 
for their beneft such a visit was 
desirable. If one of these days the 
President should conclude to visit 
Alaska, Guam, Hawaii or even take 
a little sail to the Philippines there 
would be no rational reason why 
he should be deterred from doing 
so merely because of an antiquated 
superstition that the President can1 
not go off of American soil. On the 
return trip from Panama the Presi­
dent will visit Porto Rico and that 
our interests as well as those of the 
Rorto Ricans cannot but be bene­
fited is clear to everyone. It must 
also be regarded as auspicious that 
the first visit of our President out­
side of the country will be to one of 
our Latin American neighbors, to 
all of whom we stand in the foster 
parent attitude but to whom we
have been always rather patronizing 
and indifferent. Secretary Root’s 
visit this summer was followed by 
increased friendliness on the part 
©f our South American neighbors 
and it is probable that the Presi­
dent’s visit to Central America will 
create a favorable impression and 
result in a better understanding 
with the Southeran Continent. The 
President will be accompanied on 
his trip by Mrs. Roosevelt and 
their quarters aboard the battle 
ship Louisiana have been fitted up 
with every comfort. The Presi­
dent’s cabins will be separated 
from the rest of the ship by a 
a temporary bulkhead which in- an 
emergency can be closed and ren­
dered watertight independently of 
the rest of the vessel. The Ad­
miral’s stateroom will be occupied 
by the President and the Captain’s 
quarters have been arranged for 
Mrs. Roosevelt. The Chief Staff’s 
room will be used as a sitting room 
while the space around the turret 
has been fixed up for an office and 
general sitting room for the use of 
the President and those who ac­
company him. There have been no 
added decorations in the quarters 
but they have been fitted out with 
desks, ê isy chairs, wardrobes and 
such accessories as mav add to the 
comfort of the party during the 
voyage The President is far from 
being a good sailor and suffers as 
much and as quickly from sea sick­
ness as any ordinary person. Mrs. 
Roosevelt on the. other hand is a 
good sailor and though she has 
crossed the ocean a number of times 
has never succumbed to the malady 
of the sea. The Louisiana has been 
fully equipped with a wireless ap­
paratus and the President will be 
supplied with all of the important 
news every day during his voyage.
A son of Rear Admiral Bob Evans 
will accompany the party as the 
President’s Naval Aide.
The action of the President io dis­
missing in disgrace an entire bat- 
tallion of the 25th Infantry, consist­
ing of colored troops who refused 
to disclose the identity of some of 
their number who had been guilty 
of violence and murder is one un­
precedented in the history of the 
Army and is certain to cause a sen- 
seatioh throughout the service. 
The trOops under General Garling- 
ton have been stationed near Browns­
ville; Texas, and while there some 
of their number became engaged in 
a quarrel with some citizens of the 
town and one of the latter was 
killed. The companions of the 
guilty ones refused to divulge 
names or to tell anything that would 
enable the officers to fix the guilt. 
As a result the President was ap­
pealed to and replied that the “peo­
ple of the United States must feel 
assured that men wearing uniforms 
of the army are their protectors 
and not midnight assassins or riot­
ous disturbers of the community in 
which they may be stationed” and 
that as the battallion has refused to 
furnish information by which the 
guilt can be fixed the whole battall­
ion should be discharged “ without 
honor. ” Hehasalsocalled upon Col. 
Pitcher of the 27th to make report 
as to whether the remarks made by 
him derogatory of the colored 
troops be true, and directs that 
proceedings be taken against him 
if it is found that such statements 
had been made.
A  P O E T ’ S  S E L E C T I O N .
M a r k h a m  o n  t h e  G r e a te s t  P a s s a g e  I n  
E n g l i s h  L i t e r a t u r e .
To ask ior the one most justly cele­
brated passage In English prose litera­
ture is like asking for the one most 
justly celebrated sort of fruit In the 
orchard. There are easily a score of 
equally worthy passages, each one mak­
ing Its especial appeal to a different 
mood of the mind.
Buskin’s description of -Turner’s 
slave ship satisfies our love for the ma­
jestic color and motion of the sea. 
De Quincey’s reverie on the nebnla In 
Orion carries a'sense of the vastness 
and mystery of the sky. Hater’s pic­
turing of the shield of Hercules re­
builds for us the light and life of 
buried Hellas. Swinburne’s eulogy of 
Rossetti astounds us with the splendor 
and sjjeed of his words. Le Gallienne’s 
prose tansy, “The Twelve Wells,” stirs 
our hearts with the precious disquiet of 
old sorrows. Victor Hugo’s oration in 
“The Man Who Laughs” awakens in 
us the ennobling passion of humanity. 
Lincoln’s Gettysburg speech hushes the 
soul with its fine appeal to the heroic 
in the heart of man.
I might go on to mention Emerson, 
Poe, Thoreau, Hawthorne, Lake Har­
ris, Jeremy Taylor as well as S t  Mat­
thew, St. John, Isaiah, Job and other 
peers in the parliament of words, 
but-I content myself with making the 
one selection that is perhaps my fa­
vorite In most of my moods. I refer 
to that stately and sonorous passage 
from Carlyle’s “Sartor Resartus” 
where he sees history as a stupendous 
procession forth-issuing from Cimme­
rian night and vanishing into pathetic 
and fathomless silence. HeFfe is the 
passage:
“Like some wild flaming, wild thun­
dering train of heaven’s artillery does 
this mysterious mankind thunder and 
flame in long drawn, quick succeeding 
grandeur through the unknown deep. 
Like a God created, fire breathing spir­
it host, we emerge from the inane, haste 
stormfully across the astonished earth, 
then plunge again into the inane. 
Earth’s mountains are leveled and 
her seas filled up In our passage. Can 
the earth, which is tu t  dead and a 
vision, resist, spirits which have real­
ity and are alive? On the hardest ada­
mant some footprint of us is stamped 
in; the last rear of the host will read 
traces of the earliest van. But whence? 
O heaven, whither? Sense knows not, 
faith knows not, only that it is through 
mystery to mystery, from God to God.” 
—Edwin Markham in Success.
The Word "Sinister.”
Of “sinister” a writer says: “How 
charged, since the time of the Romans, 
is this simple word with dubious 
things, with suggestions that are ever 
terrible! It seems to convey the vague 
threat of dreams—the threat that is 
something worse than the clear menace 
of trouble in waking hours. Man want­
ed a word for such terrors and took 
»'the mere name of the left hand. This 
would serve as well as another, seeing 
that all words . which we have filled 
with mental emotions had a grossly 
material beginning, as ‘bitter’ and 
sweet.’ Emerson says that all lan­
guage Is fossil poetry, but the reverse 
is true—human language has growny^ 
into poetry and has come to life with 
time.”
AN EXPLOSIVE BEAN.
A peculiar vegetable product of 
Java is a bean-like pod containing 
the seeds of the plant on which it 
grows. The seeds are disturbed 
by the violent explosion of the pod 
when ripe. Dried pods, brought to 
the United States recently, explo­
ded with a loud noise when thrown 
upon the water. The cause of the 
explosion appears to be that as the 
pod ripens a strong internal pres­
sure is brought to bear upon the 
"shell, though if plucked before 
they are quite mature the pods 
withstand the pressure until a sud­
den wetting weakens the tissues 
aldng the groove joining-the two 
halves of the shell.
Intermarriage and Cancer.
So little is really known of the mys­
teries of cancer that the merest scraps 
of information with regard to it ought 
not to be neglected. At the vfllage of 
Clovelly, on the north Devon coast, a 
very large percentage of deaths is due 
to cancer, and the reason locally giveD 
is the habit of intermarriage necessari­
ly brought about In a place so widely 
severed from the outside world. The 
state of affairs hppears to be even 
worse at Buck Mills, a fishing hamlet 
three miles away, where Intermarriage 
has been carried "to such an extreme 
that one surname is almost sufficient 
to designate the whole of the popula­
tion of the village.—London Telegraph.
An Uncertain Obituary.
A Georgia man wrote the following 
on an oak slab which marks a supposed 
grave in a meadow: “This spot is 
sacred to the memory of a faithful ani­
mal, a white mule, bom ten years be­
fore the civil war and went through 
that war on a rush from Bull Run to 
Lee’s surrender. We ain’t  certain that 
the mule died here, but when last seen 
the faithful critter was gracing on .this 
identical spot and trying to kick a 
lightning flash back to the clouds.”— 
Atlanta Constitution.
Laying For Him.
“There’s a new young man calling on 
Miss Maud this evening,” said the fox 
terrier, “and he seems real nice.”
“Yes, I heard her say he was nice 
enough to eat,” replied the bulldog on 
the lawn. “That’s what I’m waiting 
for.”—Philadelphia Ledger.
Woman*« Part,
part of speech is ‘woman,’"What 
p a r
“Woman Isn’t  a part of speech, 




LOCAL AND COUNTY TNTTT.WS
T E R M S  —  91*00 P E R  Y E A R  
s: IN ADVANCE.
T h u rsd ay , N ovem . 15, ’0 6
C H U R C H  S E R V IC E S .
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church, 
Oaks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Eev. T. P. 
Ege, rector. Sunday services : Union Church, 
Audubon, 10.45 a. Eh., with Holy Communion 
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m., 
with Holy Communion third, in month 8.30 a. 
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m. 
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Fr;ee 
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid­
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for 
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. W. U-. Steck 
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,'
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser­
vice, 7 p. m.
Trinity Reformed Church, Oollegeville, Rev, 
F. O. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun­
day at 10 a. in. Sunday School-at 9. Junior 
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and Senior0 . 
E. at 7 p. in.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev. 
S L. Messinger, S. T. 1)., pastor. Sunday 
School at 9 a. m. Preaching at 10 a. ,m. and
7.30 p . m. Juntor Endeavor prayer meeting on 
Sunday at 2 p. m. Y. P. S. O. E. prayer meet­
ing on Sunday at 8.45 p. m. Bible-Study class 
on Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock. All are 
cordially invited to attend the scrvloes.
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Church, 
Rev. George R. Riffert, pastor. Services for 
the coming Sabbath will be as follows: Trappe 
—Prayer meeting, 10 a. m.; Sunday School, 1.30 
p. m.; preaching, 2 30 p. m. Limerick—Sun­
day School, 9.30a. m.; preaching, 10.30 a. m.; 
C. E., 7.30 p. m. Zieglersvllle—Sunday School, 
10 a, m.; preaching, at 7.30, on the theme,
. ’’The Song of the Redeemed.” Revival meet­
ings will be in progress during the week with- 
the exception of Monday evening, and all peo­
ple are earnestly invited to meet with us.
—His clothes catching fire at a 
bonfire, a four-year-old son of 
Lewis Samalski, of Potts town, re­
ceived fatal burns.
—While tryiug to get out of the 
way of a falling tree James, R. Fox, 
of Bally, fell and was so badly hurt 
that he is confined to bed.
-Hiram Laucks, aged 83, and 
Nathan Deturck, aged 84, were 
among the veteran cornbuskers in 
Oley, Berks county, last week, and 
each did a good day’s work.
—The Pennsylvania Railway offi* 
cials inspected the Schuylkill divis­
ion and awarded John McCall, of 
Birdsboro, $50 for keeping his sec­
tion in best repair."
—Quite a number of valuable 
farms will be without tenants next 
spring in the vicinity of ZionsYille 
on account of the difficulty farmers 
have in securing sufficient help.
-Charles Major, president of the 
Pencoyd Iron Company, was opera­
ted oh for appendicitis at the Nor­
ristown Hospital Monday night.
To Compute Congressional 
Returns.
Harvey L. Shomo, Esq., of 
Royersford, has been appointed by 
the Montgomery county court as 
the representative of Montgomery 
county to act in conjunction with a 
representative of Bucks county in 
computing the Congressional re­
turns for the Eighth District.
Appreciated.
The free election night service of 
the Collegeville exchange«—F. W. 
Scheuren manager — of the United 
Telephone Company was much ap­
preciated by those who received 
the news by ’phone from different 
sections of the county and State.
Back to the Old Stand.
Liveryman Henry Yost has again 
taken posession of his old stand at 
Ringlers hotel, near the Railroad, 
this borough, having effected satis­
factory arrangements with pro­
prietor Ringler. Mr4 Yost strives 
to give the public good livery serv­
ice, and his locatipn is more Central 
and therefore desirable.
Upper Providence Alumni.
The November business meeting 
of the Upper Providence Alumni As­
sociation vyill be held Saturday even­
ing, Nov. 17, at Mennonite School 
House, near Yerkes. There has 
been a literary and musical program 
arranged for this meeting in con­
nection with the transaction of im­
portant business. All members are 
urged to be present, and friends 
will be welcome.
Met Death While 
a t Work.
George Ziegler, a former resident 
of Norristown, was instantly killed 
at Hackensack, N. J., on Saturday,
by coming into contact with a 
wire. He was engaged in 
duties on Saturday When a 
which he held became crossed 





Passenger trains leave Oollegeville for Phila­
delphia : 7.03, 7.46,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun-
n a tro T 11 o »> a on —   n  r . ..days—7.11 a. m., 6.23 p. 
7.45,11.02a. m., 3.22, 0.06 
a. m., 7 .39 p. in.
no. For Allentown : 
p. m. Sundays—8.30
Hom e an d  A broad.
—The next week 
—It snowed; lightly.
—Meeting of the stockholders of | 
the Canning Company this Thurs­
day at I p. m. at Shepard’s hall.
—The enlarged and relaid brick- 
gutters along Main street, and the
trap rock 
street,
being placed on said
Returned from Visiting 
Friends.
Reuben Tyson, of Iron bridge, re­
turned Monday evening from a 
visit of ten days to, relatives and 
friends at Ohestnut Hill, Allen­
town, Harrisburg,’ Kutztown and 
other places.
Arm Shattered.
Melvin Landis, the Lansdale gun­
ner, who was admitted to Charity 
Hospital on Thursday, suffering 
with a .badly shattered arm the 
result of being shot by a compan­
ion, is improving. The arm was 
amputated on Tuesday.
, M asquerade Party, 
i A masquerade party was held 
Friday night at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. George Stott, of Mont 
Clair, in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Ed­
ward Hummel, who were married 
recently in New York. Mr. Hum- 
is a brother of Mrs. Stott, and with 
his bride is spending soqie time in 








By the way, neighbor Essig 
knows how to attend -to the street 
lamps; but, he is not anxiously 
awaiting a blizzard.
In the absence of a police patrol 
vehicle, a wheelbarrow will do.
The acetylene light question, 
as it may relate to our streets,
—Is important enough to deserve 
full discussion. Who said it was to 
be side-tracked?
—The anniversary sale at the ex­
tensive clothing store of Weitzen- 
korn’s Sons, Pottstown, now in 
progress. See adver., 8th page.
—Wicked men cannot be friends, 
either among themselves or with 
the good.—Socrates.
|  —Merchant Fenton has had 
acetylene gas pipes and burners 
installed in his large store, and the 
■fughtly illuminations are certainly 
attractive.
Saving comes tooTate when vou 
get to the bottom. Seneca.
—In jumping from his car Harvey 
Ludwig, % conductor on the Oley 
Valley trolley, line, broke his knee 
cap.
—A car load of ties for the trolley 
line being built between Trooper 
and Souderton arrived at the rail­
road station, this borough, Monday.
—A representation of the State 
BoaVd of Health is investigating 
Pottstown’s drainage and sanitary 
conditions.
Howard Wieand, of Spinners- 
town, caught two big raccoons in 
traps which he set for muskrats.
—The use of impure drinking 
water from wells resulted in three 
cases of typhoid fever in Sassa- 
mansville. ,
—Nothing in the , world is more 
haughty than a man of moderate 
capacity when once raised to 
power.—Wesson burg.
—The new Pennsylvania Railroad 
station at Spring City has been 
completed.
—Hannah Scheffey, aged 76 years 
of Fruitville, was found dead on the 
porch of her home.
—The Pottstown School Board 
proposes prosecuting parents who 
ignore final notices to send their 
children to school.
More Light For Pennsburg. 
Imbued with a proper spirit as ter 
enterprise and progress the voters 
of Pennsburg at the recent elec­
tion decided by a vote of 211 to 54 
to increase the debt $15,000 for the 
purpose of installing an electric 
lighting plant in that borough.
A Sleep Walker.
Arising in his sleep in a night­
mare, Edward Wilkinson, a 17-year- 
old boy of Pboenixville, left his bed 
one night last week, dressed him­
self and going from his home, walk­
ed three squares to the home of an 
aunt 'before he - awoke, ’ In the 
morning his parents missed him 
and a diligent search failed to re­
veal his whereabouts until about 
noon, when he came home.
Polling Place Illegally/Changed.
The vote cast in Pennsburg last 
week for State and county officers, 
as well as to create a loan for an 
electric light plant, may be declared 
invalid because the polling place 
had been changed from the school- 
house to the Town Hall without 
legal formality. In issuing his 
election proclamation Sheriff Mat- 
thews;announced that the election 
would be held in the schoolhouse. 
and this is according to the record 
of the Court. If the returns from 
Pennsburg are thrown out it will 
mean 167 votes less for Emery 
making his majority in the county 
120 instead of 287. It will also re 
quire another election on the light 
question. „
Pro-
Pennsylvania S tate College. 
November 23 will be Pennsyl­
vania Day at the State College, ex­
ercises beginning in the auditorium 
at 10.30. Prominent speakers will 
make addresses. Luncheon from 
12.30 to 1.30 p, m., for guests of 
the College.
Taken III While Visiting.
Frank Nyce, son of H. L. Nyce, 
of 6 East Main street, Norristown, 
while visiting friends in Port Ken­
nedy last week was suddenly taken 
ill and his case has developed into 
pneumonia, so serious that it is im­
possible to remove him to his 
home.
Three Horses and Seven 
Cows Burned.
The barn of Harvey Kramlich, 
a farmer, of Lehigh County, was 
destroyed hy fire, ' Wednesday 
morning of last week, and three 
horses, seven cows and all the 
year’s crops were burned. While 
the parents were busking corn in, 
a field the farmer’s children acciil; 
dently set fire to the haystack and 
the flames spread to the baru.
October Brides.
Clerk of Orphans Court Caine 
issued 1?9 marriage licenses during 
October,- being the largest number 
issued any month during thè' year 
thus far. October has won from 
June the right to the title !“ the 
month of brides,”—in Moutgomery 
county’ at least.
Lost an Arm.
Harry Ligbtcap, aged 22, of 
Fruitville, Thursday, had his right 
arm terribly injured by cog'wheels^ 
in the cleaning room of the Mitchell 
Vanrueter Foundry, at Linfield, 
and amputation was necessary] 
The accident happened while he 
was oiling the machinery. His 
glove was caught in the wheels] 
Then his hand was drawn into the 
machine and crushed to the elbow« 
He was taken to the Pottstown 
Hospital,; where the-member wasg 
severed.
A Dollar an Ear for Corn.
The Pennsylvania Live Stock 
Breeders Association announces 
that one of the features of its annu 
al meeting at Harrisburg, January 
22-25,-1907, is a Corn Show, open to 
all corn growers ofthe State wheth 
er they are members of the Associ 
ation or not. Liberal prizes are of­
fered for corn, 10 ears of which 
will constitute an exhibit, and these 
prizes are in cash. The National 
Stockman and Farmer of Pittsburg 
has contributed $100 in cash to en­
courage this exhibit, and to this the 
Association and the Department of 
Agriculture will add enough to 
make the prizes worth competing 
for. There will be 45 cash prizes, 
besides specials. This is Pennsyl­
vania’s first great Com Show, and 
it should bring out a big lof of fine 
grain, some of which may later be 
used in exhibits at Jamestown or 
other . Expositions. Every corn 
grower who can find ten ears of 
choice corn when he goes to husk it 
has- a whack at the money. He 
should write at once to E. S. Bay­
ard, Secretary, 203 Shady Ave., 
East End, Pittsburg, for particulars 
and enroll himself as a contestant. 
A postal will do it! Prize list will: 
be forwarded on application to the- 
Secretary.
School Report.
Report of College ville Borough 
Schools for October; High School- 
number of pupils in attendance 
during month, male, 11; female, 17; 
average attendance,, male, 11; fe­
male, 16. Intermediate—number of 
pupils in attendance, male, 15; fe­
male, 11; average attendance, male, 
15; female, 10. Primary—number 
of pupils in attendance, male, 26; 
female, 16; average attendance, 
male, 25; female, 16.
In Time of Peace.
In the first months of he Russia Japan 
war we had a striking example of the neces­
sity for preparation and the early advantage 
of those who, so to speak, “have shingled 
-thfir roofs in dry weather.” The virtue of 
preparation has made history and given to 
us our greatest men. The individual as well 
as the nation should be prepared for any 
emergency. Are you prepared to success­
fully combat the first cold you take ? A 
cold can be cured much more quickly when 
treated as soon as it has been contracted and 
before it has become settled in the system. 
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy is famous for 
its cures of colds and it should be kept at 
hand ready for instant use. For sale by J. 
W. Culbert, Collegeville, and M. T. Hun- 
sicker, Rahn Station.
Boozer C onv^edi to  Lock-Up 
in W heelbarrow.
One day last week a citizen of 
Norristown invaded- the borough! 
imbibed more tanglefoot and became! 
somewhat hilarious. He took pos-j 
ession of the steps- in front of one of. 
the residences- along; Main street! 
and appeared to be permanently! 
quartered for the exercise of his? 
lungs. Constable Barndt, after a-- 
brief interview with the visitor con-1 
eluded to take him to the-lock-up,] 
but he soon found, that bis subject 
was too limber for perambulation,! 
Not to bC outdone the officer of the 
law had a wheelbarrow wheeled in-| 
to effective service. The foreigner 
was subsequently taken before 
’Squire Yost who committed him tyji 
the cooler at Fort Schall for five 
days, .. »§ ' ' *
Deafness Cannot be Cured
By local applications, as they cannot reach 
the diseased portion of the ear. There is 
only one way to cure Deafness, and that is 
by - eonstitututional remedies. Deafness is 
caused by an Inflamed condition of the 
mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. 
When this tube gets inflamed you have a 
rumbling sound or Imperfect’hearing, and 
when It is entirely closed Deafness is the re­
sult, and unless the inflammation can be 
taken out and this tube restored to the nor­
mal condition, hearing will be destroyed 
forever nine cases out of ten are caused by 
catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed 
condition of the mucous surfaces. We will 
give One Hundred Dollars for any case of 
Deafness (caused by catarrh) that can-- 
not be cured by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure. 
Send for circulars, free. F. J. CHENEY 
& CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, T5 cents.
Take Hall’s Family Pills, for constipation.
Important: Geological Investigation!
The Hydrographic Branch of the 
United States Geological Survey 
has recently begun an investigation 
which has for its object the determ­
ination of the source, quantity, 
and quality of the available ground 
waters of what is jtnown to geolo­
gists as theTriassie area of the Mid­
dle Atlantic States. This aria, be­
ginning in-Rockland county, N. Y., 
passes in a southwesterly direction 
across north-central New Jersey 
into southeastern Pennsylvania, 
where it includes portions of Bucks, 
Montgomery, Berks, Chester, and 
York counties. Although the ground 
.waters of this region are among the 
most valuable of its resources, they 
have never been systematically 
studied, and the conditions govern­
ing their occurrence are practically 
unknown. The Geological Survey 
will m^ke- a thorough study of the 
e»iire subject. The depth" and in­
clination- of the water-bearing beds 
at each locality will be ascertained;, 
and analyses will be made to de­
termine-the Character of the waters 
and their suitability for use as do» 
mestio supplies and in the indus­
tries.. To facilitate this investiga­
tion,, whose results will be of such, 
great value and interest to the peo­
ple of. Bucks and Montgomery 
counties, I desire to secure for the 
use of the Geological Survey all 
possible local information concern­
ing wells in my district; and I shall 
esteem it a favoi4 if well drillers 
owners of deep wells, and- all other 
persons having such information 
will send me their names.
Very truly yours,
Iavifia  P. Washer, M. C. 
Norristown, Pa.
Regarding Juvenile Court and 
batlon System  Work.
The House of Detention, provided 
by the Montgomery County Com­
missioners, was opened July 15, 
1905. Sixty-six- children have been 
cared for up to OctQber, 1906. It is 
for all children under sixteen, who, 
by arrest or “petition, ” are await­
ing further hearing” of the judges 
or magistrates, or are “ beld4for 
juvenile court. ” Children are not 
sqnteaced here for punishment, but 
held here by law until their cases 
can be wisely disposed of, thus 
avoiding the harmful influence of 
contact with adult criminal prison­
ers in station house or jail. There 
were before the Court on arrest or 
petition, eighty-three, and nearly 
as many more preventive cases un­
der the care of the Probation Officer. 
She has made over 1900 business 
calls, and in addition, 1646 calls on 
children and parents. Homes have- 
been found for thirty-six children, 
while many have remained with 
their parents. Seven have been 
sent to private schools, (four sup­
ported by.their parents, and three 
from money donated throughout the 
county). -Three have? beetl sent to 
Fatland Protectory, and five to the 
House of Refuge. If greater inter- 
est by teachers and the general 
public could be enlisted, still better 
results would follow. The Judges, 
County Commissioners, District At­
torney and Magistrates of the 
county, as well as many others, are 
in hearty sympathy with the work 
of saving the'children and helping 
them to become good men and wo­
men. The entire work is supported 
by private subscriptions, as the law 
makes no provision fofthe expenses 
incident to the work.
Mrs. Helen N. BlYe,
Juvenile Court. 
Probation Officer of Montgomery Co.
Accepted Charge.
Rev. F. S. Balthntine, of Chester 
county,, has accepted the call to 
serve us Rector, of St. James’ 
Episcopal church, Evansburg, and 
will take charge of- his parish work 
on the first Sunday in December.
PERSONAL.
Rev. and Mrs. A. B. Shelley of 
Milford Square and Mr. and Mrs. 
Harvey Barndt, of- Sumneytown 
were guests at Prof. Weinberger’s 
on Monday.
Mrs. Sterr and Miss Weiden of 
West Philadelphia and Miss Hall­
man, of Pottstown visited Mr. Geo. 
Z. Vanderslice’s on Tuesday. They 
were entertained at luncheon.
OFFICIAL COUNT.
The official couot of the election
vote last week was reported to
court atNorristown, Saturday morn
ing. Emery has 287 over Stuart
The Lincoln party polled 2496 votes
on the head of the ticket and about
the same on the other State officers
The Commonwealth party vote was
753 and the Prohibition vote for
Castle 214. Here are the figures:
GOVERNOR,
Stuart, Rep. ......... .........................112,851





Emery, Ref............... . . . . .
Emery, On. Lab. .. ........
DEATHS.
Elizabeth, wife of William Roberts, 
died Sunday afternoon at her home 
in Trappe, at the age of 86 years.. 
The husband aud one son, -Eugene 
Roberts of Camden, N. J., survive. 
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts wer.e married 
about 58 years ago. The funeral 
will be held on Thursday, Nov­
ember 1(>, all services and inter­
ment at the Lutheran church and 
cemetery, Trappe, at 11 a. m. Un­
dertaker J. L. Bechtel in charge.
Geo. W, White died Thursday at 
his residence, Jeffersonville, at the 
age of 56 years. The widow,'two 
sons and two daughters survive : 
Thomas, of Tyiersport ; Alide, wife 
of John Martin, of Norriton, and 
George and Bertha, at home.-, The 
funeral was held on Monday at 2 p. 
m. ; interment at Riverside cem­
etery. .Undertaker J. L. Bechtel 
had charge of arrangements.'
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.14,800Total   ;p s p , " W  V
Leedom, Line.. . _________________ 1,392
Total ..........................   11,103
Wanger over Leedom....... ................   3,797
Hacks county for Wanger..............   488
Total ..........................................  4,285
ASSEMBLY.
1st District—Ambler, R.................  3291
< Ambler, L............... :..l- 724
Ambler, C....... .............. 389
Total ........................... ._______ t 4404
Heacock, D ¿ 'L  2,20,7
Ambler over Heacock ...........     2,197
äüd, District—Rex, R .................... i f  4 917
R e x , c ’ 92
*****.......••................ ........... ...... 4,109Kneas, D ................... . 2,632
Kseas, L .............. ...... 314
Big Real Estate Deal.
The Alan Wood Iron and Steel 
Cdmpany has purchased five tracts 
of land including all the quarry lo­
cated on both sides of the Plymouth 
Greek and the Plymouth Railroad, 
as well as several farm tracts. The 
firm thus has desired space for a 
large addition to its steel mill. In 
fact, it is hinted that the company 
has in view the entering of compe­
tition to the Bethlehem and .Midvale 
plants for the manufacture of armor 
plates. Certain it, is that the pres­
ent plant is inadequate for the de­
mands made upon the firm. Steps 
will be immediately taken for the 
erection of the additional buildings. 
Upon their completion the number 
of employees will be increased fully 
400. t
2,946Total  ........... ............ IMRex over Eneas, 1163. ’
3rd District—Landis, R __ >............4,088
Bright, D..........2̂ 160
Bright, L . . . . 385
Bright’s total................... :>.......  2,545
Landis over Bright, 1 ,543.
4th District—Weida, R .. . . . .L : . . . . . .  1,582
Gilbert, D . . 3*633 
Gilbert over Weida, 2,101.
PROTHONOTARY.
Hallman, R. 
Hallman, C . ...13,833 . . .  746
Made Happy for Life.
Great happiness cime into the home of 8. 
C. Blair, school superintendent,, at St. Al­
bans, W. Va., when the little daughter was 
restored from the dreadful complaint be 
names. He says ; ‘ My little daughter bad 
St. Vitus’ Dance, which yielded to no treat­
ment but grew steadily worse until as a last 
resort we tried Electric Bitters ; and I re­
joice to say, three bottles effected a complete- 
cure.” Quick, sure cure for nervous com­
plaints, general debility, female weaknesses, 
impoverished blood a»d malaria. Guaran­
teed by Joseph W, Culbert, the druggist, 
Pricq 5ft cents,,
T° ta l ........................................... ..14,579
Wolf, D . . . . ..................    9,943
Hallman over Wolf, 4,636. '
DIRECTOR OP POOR.
Kindig, R .......................................... 13 400







Total - - - . . . 11,375
Kindig over Rorer, 2,711.
JU^Y COMMISSIONER.
Triol, R . . . . . . .
Moriarity, D . . . . . . - 14,252- 11,137
Famous Strike Breakers.
The most famous strike breakers in the 
land are Dr. King’s New Life Pills. When 
liver and bowels go on strike, they quickly 
settle the trouble, and the purifying work 
goes right on. Best cure for constipation, 
headache, and dizziness. 20c, #t J. W. 
Culbprt’s the druggist.
Meeting o f th e  D irectors of Ursim is 
College.
The annual fall meeting of the 
Board’ of Directors of Ursinus Col­
lege was held in Bomberger Hall 
00 Thursday, November 8. The 
reports of officers showed the affairs 
of the College to be in excellent 
condition. The Dean’s-report indi­
cated an increase in the attendance 
in the College during the last five 
years of seventy-five per cent. The 
enrollment in the College at the 
present time is 103. The report of 
the Treasurer showed that during 
the past eight years the bonded 
indebtedness of the institution has 
been reduced gradually by the sum 
of $20,500. The total receipts the 
past year were $51,853,32;. while the 
total expenditures were $50,233.63, 
leaving a balance of $1,620.69, 
which was applied to the floating 
debt. This is the first time in 
ighteen years that the College has 
closed up a year’s, business with a 
balance instead of a deficit. The 
Finance Committee have projected 
h movement for raising a fund for 
the College of $50,000. A large 
part of this is to be raised among 
the chqrches w.hieh have always 
supported the institution in the 
past. About a dozen successful 
pastors are. uniting in a campaign 
to raise $2,500- each by presenting 
the cajlsq of "the College to neigh­
boring congregations. Professor 
Alvin S. Zerbe, of Tiffin, Ohio, pro­
posed the organization of the Hei­
delberg Theological Seminary, at 
Tiffin and the Ursinus ,School of 
Theology, in Philadelphia, into one 
large theological institution, which 
should ultimately include all other 
bodies of the' Reformed Church in 
the West, the new s.eminary to have 
a central location, to represent the 
entire church and to extend its in­
fluence throughout all the synods. 
The Ursinus Directors favored the 
proposition and directed the Theo­
logical faculty to act in conjunction 
with a committee of the Ohio synod 
already appointed; the whole matter 
to be referred back to the Board 
for final action.
LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC, 3
A WEST’S HEWS COB DEB SED
Thursday, November 8.
John D. Rockefeller has given close 
lo $2,000,000 to Chicago University this
year.
Henry Faltermayer was struck and 
Instantly killed by an electrain on the 
Pennsylvania railroad at Glassboro, 
N. J.
While despondent over financial 
tosses, due to the election, S. Henry 
McCabe, of Philadelphia, shot and 
killed himself.
Samuel Strother, formerly assistant 
prosecuting attorney of Kansas City, 
Mo., was arrested on the charge of try­
ing to bribe votere.
The four-story brick building of the 
Harvest King Distilling coirfpany at 
Kansas City, Mo., was destroyed by 
lire, entailing a loss of $400,000.
Friday, November 9.
Mrs. Mary Brown died in Philadel­
phia of acute heart disease brought on 
by taking a headache powder.
-  In a tenement house fire in New 
York Mrs. James Ryan a r j  John Mc­
Guire, 11 years old, vSre f atally 
burned.
A powder magazine of the Dupont 
company, at Tinley Park, near Chi­
cago, exploded, killing one man and 
doing great damage to property.
The department of justice at Wash­
ington has issued instructions to S. J. 
Lehman, special counsel, to begin pro­
ceedings against the person or persons 
believed "to be implicated in the recent 
embezzlement of $61,500 from the sub- 
treasury at St. Louis.
Saturday, November 10.
Goat-skins to the value of $32,000,000 
were imported into the United States 
during'the fiscal year 1906.
The .Aero Club of America will hold 
next year’s balloon race .for the James'^ 
Gordon “Bennett cup at St. Louis.
The Standard Oil company granted 
a 5 and 10  per cent, advance In wages 
to  all employes of the refining branch.
Mrs. “William Rush, 30 years old, 
was asphyxiated in bed at her home 
at Martin’s Creek, Pa., by coal gas 
from the kitchen range.
Jacob Hauser, Sr., father of Jacob 
Hauser, Jr., who was hanged last Feb­
ruary at Johnstown, Pa., for wife mur­
der, committed suicide from worry 
over his son’s fate. |
Monday, November 12.
Miners John Zonosky and Joe Zol- 
sky were killed by falling rock in a 
Mayfield, P a , mine.
A board flew from a machine saw at 
Lewistown, P a , and stabbed J. M. 
Mowery in the abdomen.
The Illinois Grand Lodge, Knights 
of Pythias, has ordered thp immediate 
construction of a $150,000 home at De-
Francis A. Wesley, of New Smiths- 
ville, stored and marketed 796 bushels 
of apples, the largest crop so far rais­
ed in Lehigh county, P a
Brigadier General- Funston has left 
Kansas City for S t  Louis to take com­
mand of the division of the southwest 
catur for old persons and orphans.
Tuesday. November 13.
/All tne building contractors of Mo- 
tbile, Ala., have declared for the open 
■hop basis.
William Auth, of Newark, N. J.,, shot 
and killed herself in Central Park, New 
York, while suffering from ill health.
Bert Seely, who was under suspicion 
(Of murder at Owosso, Mich., was found 
■dead in bed, and beside him was his 
young wife,,also dead.
A Michigan Central railroad engine 
Tan away .in Detroit, Mich., and crash­
ed  into the depot killing one person 
and injuring several others.
The United States supreme1 court 
Will take a recess from Monday, No­
vember 19, to Monday, December 3, 
over :the Thanksgiving holidays.
Wednesday, November 14.
The Erie Railroad company has 
placed orders for 58,550 tons of steel 
Tails for delivery during 1907.
Vincent Moore and his 11-year-old 
son were burned to death in a fire 
which destroyed their home at Paoli, 
Ind.
Two .lives were lost and the village 
of Richland, <Q., practically wiped out 
by a  fire which was caused by an ex­
plosion -of gas.
Armed bandits held up a Southern 
pacific express at Carlin, Nev., and 
escaped with over $1000 and the suit 
cases of the passengers.
President Roosevelt will be asked 
to deliver the address at the unveil­
ing of the monument to General Law- 
ton at Indianapolis, Ind., on next 
Memorial Day,
PRODUCE (QUOTATIONS
The Latest Closing Prices In 1 
Principal Markets.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR fir 
winter extras, $2.80@3; Penna. roll 
clear, $3.O5@3.20; city mills, fan 
§4.40@4.65. RYE FLOUR firm’! per hi 
$3.60. WHEAT firm; Mo. 2 Penna. r 
74%@75c. CORN firm; No. 2. yelk 
local, 55%c. OATS steady; No. 2 whi 
clipped, 39 %c.; lower grades, 38c. Hi 
firm; No. 1 timothy, *17@17.S0. POI 
steady; family, $19.50. BEEF stead 
beef hams, $19. POULTRY: Live fin 
hens, 14@14%c.; old roosters, 1 
Dressed steady; choice fowls, 15c.,- < 
roosters, 10c. BUTTER firm; cream« 
extra, 30c. EGGS steady; selected, 
©35c.; nearby, 31c.; western, 81 
southern, 28@30c. POTATOES stead 
70@75c. per bush.
BALTIMORE—WHEAT steady; I> 
2 spot, 73%c.; steamer No. 2 sp 
63%c.; southern, 63%c. CORN stead 
Mixed spot, 40%c.; steamer mix« 
47%c.; southern, 48c. OATS fin 
White, No. 2, 39%@40c.; No. 3, 38@39i 
No. 4, 35@35%c.; mixed, No. 2, 3$ 
88%c.; No. 3, 37@37%c.; No. 4, 34% 
35c. BUTTER steady; creamery sen 
rator extras, 27@27%c.; held, '20@22< 
prints, 27@29c.; Maryland and Penr 
dairy prints, 17@18c. EGGS stead 
fancy Maryland and Penna., 29c.; Vi 
ginla, 29c.; West Virginia, 28c.; sout 
era, 26@27c.
Live Stock Markets.
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yai 
CATTLE fair; choice, $5.75@6; t 
$6.40@5.75. SHEEP - steady; 
Wethers, $5.60@5.75; culls and con 
$2.50@3.50; lambs,$5@7.25; veal c 
I8@8.25. HOGS fair; prime he 
16.56; mediums, yorkers and pigs, 
@6.50; roughs, $5@5.85.
P rovidence S q u a re  Notes.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bowman, 
of Germantown, are spending this 
week with J. J. Thomas and family.
The entertainment given by the 
pupils of Cherry Tree school on 
Saturday evening was very well 
attended and netted them about $21 
toward their organ fund.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob R«5ot of Nor­
ristown spent Sunday with Mr. and 
Mrs.: Maurice Naylor.
Ironbridge Echoes.
Prof. Schall, who has been on the 
sick list the past week, is able to 
resume his work.
Mr. John Cook still carries -his 
arm in a sling, the tendons of his 
wrist having been badly strained.
Sometime in December, the dra­
matic talent of this village expect 
to give a play. These people have 
a reputation along dramatic lirffes. 
Further notice will be given later.
Miss Nora Sherrick of Norris­
town, was a visitor to this place 
Sunday.
Miss Amie Hunsicker entertained 
a number of- her friends, Saturday 
evening.
Item s From  T rappe .
Mrs. Uriah Reed visited her 
brother in Baltimore, Md., the past 
week.
The excellent organ recital by 
Prof. Bachmann in the Lutheran 
church, Saturday . evening, was 
well attended and much appreciated.
Mrs. David Fulmer, of Roxbor- 
Joorough, was the guest of Mrs. 
Mary Plank, Monday.
Mrs. Snyder, wife of Rev. C. C. 
Snyder, of Dublin, Berks county, 
spent a few days recently with 
Rev^ W. O. Fegely and family.
Mrs. Hensch, wife of Rev. S. M. 
Hensch, of Frederick City, Md., is 
the guest of Mrs. J. K. Beaver.
The death of Mrs. William Rob­
erts removes one of odr oldest citi­
zens. See notice elsewhere on this 
page.
A week’s evangelistic services 
will be held in St. Luke’s Reformed 
church beginning November 25. 
The pastor has the promise of the 
assistance of three of the ablest 
evangelical ministers in the Re­
formed church, each to be present 
and preach at two services.
FROM OAKS.
The suspense is over. Election 
day is of the past, or until the next 
election day comes round, and as 
we are of the gang, it suits us and 
makes us feel quite proud, that 
courtesy, gentlemaolyness, and 
honor won out. The day was an 
ideal one, -and it did not snow or 
rain the next day; but the genial 
sunshine added to the majority of 
Governor-elect Stuart. There was 
a noticeable apathy, on the part of 
the voters, in the Lower district of 
Upper Providence township, and at 
four o’clock in the afternoon but obe 
hundred and forty votes had been 
polled. If the election had been 
held three weeks/ earlier Emery 
would have been victorious ; a week 
or more later Stuart would have 
doubled bis majority. There was a 
practicable falling off in the Emery 
ranks. Some of the old-timers, solid 
stalwarts, began to feel uneasy un­
der their hat-bands, but many of 
the Emery Jr. aphorisms were con­
sidered, and they proved a losing 
influence, as vote makers for him 
compared with the good logical 
sense and manliness born of wis­
dom of candidate Stuart. The 
great mistake was the Democratic 
party should have nominated a true 
blue Democrat, not listened to the 
song of the siren Fusion which 
lured them to defeat. There are 
only two parties, the Democratic 
party and the Republican party, and 
when defeat comes by the regular 
parties we lay down our arms and 
submit gracefully. If you are a 
Democrat, be a Democrat; if a Re­
publican, be a Republican. No 
milk and water, hot stuff in ours, if 
you please. Be a man, a mouse, or 
a long-tailed ra t ; but fight shy of 
any party whose record is fishy. 
We are a reformer, and expect to 
see all reformation promised by 
Governor,-elect Stuart carried out. 
He must live up to bis pledges.. If 
there’s graft, fraud, etc., as is 
claimed by the shouting Methodist,
Sells More of Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy 
Than All Others Put Together.
Mr. Thoe. George, a merchant at Mt. 
Elgin, Ontario, says : “I have had the local 
agency for Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy 
ever since it was Introduced Into Canada, 
and I sell as much of it as I do of all other 
lines I have on my shelves put together. Of 
the many dozens sold under guarantee, I 
have not had one bottle returned. I can 
personally recommend this medicine as I 
have used It myself and given it to my child­
ren and always with the best results.” For 
sale by J. W. Culbert, Collegeville, and M. 
T. Hunsicker, Bahn Station.
who did not hesitate to bust the 
gospel mandates in his efforts to get 
it before the people as a political 
juggler, let us know, it is the people 
of the State rule the State, and it is 
for the most good of the people they 
should know all things pertaining 
to the government of the State.
Bert Smith is up to tricks in 
politics. He is a Republican, and 
he and two Democrats went to 
Hickory Run, near White Haven, 
gunning, returning after election. 
Stuart lost one vote, while Emery 
lost two.
John U. Francis, Sr., put a lot of 
small fish in the Perkiomen, sent 
him by the State Hatchery. Two 
different kinds of catfish, which 
grow to a large size, and large- 
mouth bass.
Saturday, John U. Francis, Jr., 
placed a number of small sized cat­
fish in the Perkiomen. These cat­
fish are supposed, when they have 
their growth, to weigh twelve 
pounds. If the large-mouth bass 
do not get away with them, there’ll 
be sport landing these càtties, sure.
A Reading man was so certain 
Emery, Jr., would be elected he 
was willing to bet his brick house 
in that city against the price of a 
hat and he has never been accusèd 
of having a brick in his bat, as he 
is a steady, sober and exemplary 
man.
Two Democrats, father and son. 
The father bet a pair of corduroy 
pants Emery, Jr., would be de­
feated- The result was the son paid 
the bet. Don’t nominate a man for 
office with a Jr. to bis name, as it 
presages defeat.
However, reform is not dead, and 
Hke the Phoenix, will arise from its 
ashes and will bave greater influ­
ence to keep the successful candi­
dates hewing close to. the line of 
right and justice to all.
John C. Dettra, flag manu facturer, 
was in Philadelphia, Saturday. Mr. 
Dettra says he is as busy at the 
present time as he was last Spring.
The 21st A, H. Brower will have 
sale of building lots, lots to suit 
purchasers, building sites, etc.
Charles Nelson, of Roxborougb, 
(Phila.,) passed through Perkiomen, 
Saturday.
John U.-Francis, Sr.,- hustled up 
the voters on election day) and as 
Comrade Francis is a Republican, 
he skipped all Emery Jr. men
Joe Famous had a day off Satur­
day, and as he occupied a dentist’s 
chair be did not enjoy his holiday 
half as much as heotberwise would. 
Joe works pretty steady—first train 
down, last train up in the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Wilkinson, 
the new bride eleet, played a huge 
joke on their would-be tormentors 
just because they were married. 
There were one hundred and fifty 
or more at the wedding. The train 
stopped at Davis’ crossing. The 
bride and groom walked up on the 
platform on one side and down the 
steps on the other side of the ear, 
hurried to’ a carriage which was 
awaiting them, and drove off to 
Norristown. Rice, the proverbial 
clippers, and “ we are just married” 
posters were saved for another 
time. Imagine the astonishment of 
those who proposed to have lots of 
fun with the new bride and groom 
when they found they were tricked.
Miss Breta Nichols visited Nor­
ristown, Saturday,- and Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles Hallman were in Phne- 
nix ville Saturday afternoon.
Miss Esther Bowen attended the 
automobile races at Point Breeze, 
Saturday.
Joseph BtOwCr, of Philadelphia, 
w,as in town Saturday.
Paul Wagner, of Mont Clare, and 
Will Asheofelter were visitors to 
Oaks, Sunday.
The Acorn Literary Society will 
meet hereafter on Wednesday eveo- 
inh instead of Friday evening.
Will Landis, of Lake George, N. 
Y., is visiting friends in Oaks and 
Phcenixville.
The Italians did a considerable 
bit of sieging last night, but it was 
so rum dummy, but me dunno.
Governor Pennypacker can be 
commended for his shrewdness as 
well as the wisdom in getting re­
duced rates on the railroads to 
sightseers, to see for themselves 
the New Capitol Building, and its 
furnishings. Everyone who has 
seen the new building pronounce it 
to be the grandest of buildings and 
complete in all its appointments 
and well worth the price paid for 
building and furnishings.
Bert Smith sent several postal 
souvenirs of scenes around White 
Haven. The hunters, Chester 
Rambo, Bert Smith, and Ben Fam­
ous, report seeing several bears, 
out their stories bear scrutiny ; but 
no one will dispute the veracity of 
their gentlemanly bearing.
A Tear of Blood.
Tbe year 1903 will long be remembered in 
tbe borne of F. N. Tacket, of Alliance, Ky., 
as a year of blood ; wbicb flowed so copi­
ously from Mr. Tacket’s lungs that death 
seemed very near. He writes: ‘‘Severe 
bleeding from tbe lungs and frightful cough 
had brought me at death’s door, when I be­
gan taking Dr. King’s New Discovery for 
Consumption, with tbe astonishing result 
that after taking four bottles I was com­
pletely restored and as time has proven 
permanently cured.” Guaranteed for Sore 
Lungs, Congbs and Colds, at Joseph W. 
Culbert’s drug store. Price 50c. and $1.00. 
Trial bottle free.
Woman Suffrage.
The recent 38th annual conven­
tion of the Pennsylvania Woman 
Suffrage Association held at Ken nett 
Square, Chester county, was aD 
entire success both as to interest 
taken in the.proceedings and as to 
membership. The hospitable peo 
ple.of Ken nett royally entertained 
delegates and guests at luncheon, 
and in every way cared for their 
comfort and pleasure. Rev. Anna 
Shaw made a magnificent address 
at the closing session. Among the 
other distinguished guests were 
Mrs. Cranston, President of the 
Delaware Woman Suffrage Asso­
ciation, Mrs. Rebecca B. Chambers, 
President Penna. W. C. T. U.; 
Miss Lucy Anthony and Mrp. Raph­
ael Foster Avery. The delegates 
from Montgomery county were Mrs. 
Helen C. Hoveoden, Miss Martha 
Hovenden, Mrs. Hannah Kender 
dine, Miss Lydia Micheneiy Mrs. 
Hettie Y. Hallowell, and Mrg. Mary 
R. Livezey. The election of offi­
cers resulted in the choice of Mrs. 
L. L. Blankenburg for President; 
Mrs. Ellen H. E. Price, vice-Presi4 
dent; Miss Jane Campbell, Corres­
ponding Secretary; Mrs. Helen M. 
James, Recording Secretary; Mrs. 
Mary B. Luckie, Treasurer; Mrs. 
Minora F. Phillis and Mrs. Van- 
Artsdalen, Auditors. A memorial 
hour was observéd in honor of 
Miss Susan B. Anthony on Tues­
day afternoon. Mr. Charles W. 
Sway ne, of Ken nett, sang the beau­
tiful hymn, “ Crossing the Bar.”, 
A sketch of Miss Anthony’s life,- 
written by Mrs. Ellen Price, of 
Swarthmore, was read; alsb a poem 
by John Russell Hays, and some 
very interesting personal reminis­
cences by Mrs. Rachael "Foster 
Avery. Resolutions were adopted 
asking for the appointment .of wo­
men on all Boards of all State char­
itable,, peual and reformatory insti­
tutions; for ihe passage of a six­
teenth amendment to the constitu-' 
tion granting the suffrage to 
women, etc.
A D M IN IST R A T O R ’S SALE OF
REAL ESTATE!
The administrator of the estate of John 
E. Brower, deceased, will offer a t public 
sale on the premises at Perkiomen, Mont­
gomery county. Pa., on WEDNESDAY, 
NOVEMBER 21, 1906, at 2 p. m., valuable 
factory and building lots and farm land a t 
Perkiomen, Upper Providence township, 
Montgomery county, Pa. This property 
lies at the intersection of the Perkiomen 
and the Pennsylvania Schuylkill Valley 
Railroads, and is close to Perkiomen 
Station on the Pennsylvania Railroad 
and Oaks Station on the Perkiomen Rail­
road, and consists of three tracts, as 
follows:
Tract No. 1. Lot of land lying be­
tween the Perkiomen Railway and Brower 
avenue, north of an unopened street run­
ning parallel to the Pennsylvania Rail­
road, said tract extending 1066 feet along 
the Perkiomen Railway, • containing 11 
acres, 113 48-100 perches. The above tract 
will be offered in parcels as follows :
Parcel A. All of the said tract with the 
exception of the five certain contiguous 
building lots mentioned below.
Parcel B. Five building lots facing on 
Brower avenue, having a .to ta l frontage 
on Brower avenue of 171 feet 10 inches and 
lying south of land of Mrs, S. A. B. -High- 
ley and north of an unopened street 33 
feet wide, in depth 160 feet, being respec­
tively of the frontage of 34 feet, 34 feet, 34 
feet, 34 feet, and 35 feet 10 inches.
Tract No. 2. Lot of land south of 
above mentioned unopened street and ex­
tending south 428 feet and lying between 
tbe Perkiomen Railway and Brower 
avenue, containing 6 acres, 46 89-100 
perchesu This tract will be offered in par­
cels as follows:
Parcel A; Lying south of Tract No. 1 
and west of the Perkiomen Railroad; hav­
ing a frontage of 432 feet along the said 
railroad, a depth of 383 feet on the north 
side, 476 feet on the south side, and being 
nearly rectangular in shape, containing 4 
acres, 18.8-tOG perches more or less.
j^jHERIFF’S SALE OF
REAL ESTATE!
By virtue of a writ of Levari Facias 
issued out. of the Coart of Common Pleas 
of Montgomery county, to me directed, 
will be sold at public sale, on WEDNES­
DAY, DECEMBER 5, 1906, a t 1 o’clock 
p. m., in Court Room No. 1, a t the Court 
House in the borough of Norristown, said 
county, the following described real 
estate:
Ail that certain messuage and lot of 
land situate in the village of Evansburg, 
in Lower Providence township, said 
county, to wit:
Beginning at a corner of land now or 
late of Ephraim D. Boyer, bounded by the 
same, tbe middle of the Germantown 
Turnpike Road and land now or late of 
Hannah M. Shupe and others, containing 
twenty-five perches of land, more or less. 
The improvements are a two-story frame 
Jem-L store and dwelling house, 28 ft. 
|»si g|i|| by 20 ft., with a two-story frame 
v i i tR b a c k  building 16 ft. by 26ft., and 
k 11 i  113a one-story frame kitchen 16 ‘ft. 
by 24 ft., store room and two- rooms on 
first floor, 5 rooms on second floor, attic, 
cellar, summer kitchen, porch front, well 
and pumj), outbuildings.
Seized and taken in execution as the 
property of David Whitworth and Thomas 
J. Siegfried, mortagors, and the titular 
Owners of an undivided interest in mort­
gaged premises, and Alexander S. Horn 
real owner and to be sold bv
EDGAR MATTHEWS, Sheriff. 
Down money $100.00.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Nov. 
12, j.906.
S H E R I F F ’S SALE OF
REAL ESTATE!
By virtue of a writ of Levari Facias 
issued out of the Court of Common Pleas 
of Montgomery county, to me directed, 
will be sold at public sale, on WEDNES­
DAY, DECEMBER 5, 1906, at 1 o’clock 
p. m., in Court Room No. 1, at the Court 
House in tbe borough of Norristown, said 
County, the following described real 
estate:
All that certain messuage aDd seven 
tracts of land situate in Skippack town­
ship, said county, to wit:
No. 1. Beginning in the middle of a pub­
lic road, bounded by the same and anotber 
public road and lands now or late of 
Philip Kriebel, Christian Hunsicker and 
others, containing 14 acres of land, more 
or less. •
No. 2. Beginning in a public road lead­
ing from Skippack to Evansburg, bounded 
by said road, lands now or late of David 
Kulp, other land herein described and 
others, containing 5 acres of land, more or 
less.
No. 3. Beginning in the middle of a pub­
lic road leading from Ironbridge to Mark- 
ley’s Mill, bounded by lands now or late 
of Abram Cassel, other land herein de­
scribed and said public road, containing 4 
acres and 23 perches of land, more or less.
No. 4. Beginning at a corler of land 
now or late of Benjamin Johnson, bound­
ed by tbe same and lands now or lale of 
John Detwiler and others, and tbe road 
leading to the mill road, containing 65 
acres and 102 perches of land.
No. 5. Beginning at a corner of tract 
No. 4, bounded by lands now or late of 
Abraham Moyer, a public road leading 
from Skippack to Evansburg, said mill 
road and tract No. 4, containing 5 acres 
and 7 percbes of land, more or less.
No. 6. Beginning in tbe middle of a pub­
lic road leading to Hunsicker’s mill, 
bounded by the same, tract No. 4, lands 
now or late of Samuel Heyser and others, 
containing 3 acres of land, more or less.
No. 7. Beginning at a corner of land 
now or late of Isaac C. Hunsicker, in the 
middle of a  public road, bounded by said 
road, lands herein described, and others, 
containing 7 acres and 82 percees of land, 
more or less, the seven tracts containing 
104 acres and 54 percbes of land, more or 
less.
The improvements are a three-story
A  stone dwelling house 36 ft. by 32 ft., porch front and back, four rooms on each floor, cellar; one- story stone outkiteben 20 ft. by 16 
ft., well of water at house. Stone and 
frame barn 58 feet by 60 feet, stabling for 
6 horses and 20 cows; wagon room in barn, 
one-story frame butcher shop 14 feet by 12 
feet, pig pens, chicken house and other 
outbuildings. Well of water at barn.
Seized and taken in execution as the 
property of John D. Alderfer, mortgagor 
and tenant in possession, The Excelsior 
Saving Fund and Loan Association of 
Norristown, Pa., Sheriff’s vendee, and 
Henry M. Alderfer, grantee of John D. 
Alderfer, real owner, and to be sold by 
EDGAR MATTHEWS, Sheriff. 
Down money $500.0(3.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Nov. 
13, 1906.
Parcel B. Lying Immediately to the 
west'of the above mentioned Parcel A, 
and having a frontage of 100 feet on 
Brower avenue and a width in the rear -of 
283 1-2 feet, containing 2 acres, 33 81-100 
perches, more or less.
Lo s t .An H. H. S. ’05 class pin near col­
lege campus. Reward to finder. Apply 
a t OLEVIAN HALL.
Tract No. 3. Lot of land, with |  , i* 
homestead, barn and dutbuild'#fffi|l| 
ings, bounded by the Pennsyl-*i**||jL 
vania Railroad on tbe north 
Pennsylvania Enameled Brick Company 
on tbe east, Schuylkill River and property 
or Schuylkill Navigation Company on tbe 
south and property of J. C. Brower on 
the west, containing 39 acres, 124.6 
perehes.
This property will be sold clear of all 
encumbrances. Ten per cent, of the pur­
chase money to be paid upon each 
parcel at the time of sale. For further de­
scription and examination of the plot of 
above described property, application 
may be made to the undersigned.
ABRAHAM H. BROWER,
Administrator,
• Oaks, Montgomery County, Pa.
J. Whitaker Thompson, Attorney, Mont
Clare, Montgomery Co., Pa.
E. M. Brownback, Auctioneer.
OYSTERS.
B W  FRESH, FAT AND GOOD. 
Primes, : : : $1.00 per 100.
Stewing, : : 60 cts. per 100,
ll-15-4t. COLLEGEVILLE MARKET.
OTICE.
The annual meeting of the Upper 
Providence Live Stock Insurance Associ­
ation will be held at Lamb Hotel, Trappe, 
on Monday, December 3, 1006, at 1 o’clock 
p. m. The Board of Managers will meet 
a t 9.30 a. m.
JOHN D. SAYLOR, President. 
JOHN WANNER, Secretary.
OTICE.
All persons who have brought corn 
and tomatoes to the Collegeville Cannery 
during the month of September are re­
quested to hand in all weigh slips on or 
before November 10, 1906, to Mr. Bullock, 
residing opposite the premises of theCom- 
pany, who will give a certificate for the 
same. Checks will he distributed in pay­
ment in full for all goods brought to the 
Cannery during the season, at the rate of 
$10 per ton for corn and $9 for tomatoes, 
a t the stockholders’ meeting to be held on 
Thursday afternooD, November 16, 1906, 
in the hall of the public house of J. S. 
Shepard, Collegeville, Pa. By order of 
the Board.
. . A. T. ALLEBACH, Secretary.
FO R SALE!
Jp ilB L IC  SALE OF
FRESH COWS!
HOGS, SHOATg AND CHICKENS!
f § *
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY, 
NOVEMBER 16; 1906, at Beckman’s hotel, 
Trappe, 15 fine fresh cows from Centre 
county, where the big milkers cpmefrom. 
These are choice in size and shape and are 
big producers. Also 50 hogs and shoats 
weighing from 90 to 200 lbs., and 600 fine 
chickens. This lot of stock will be ap­
preciated and every head will be sold for 
the high dollar. Sale November 16, at 1 
o’clock, rain or shihe. Conditions by
„ GEO. W. SKEEN. 
W. Pierson,.auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk,.
Mi t t e r l i n g  c o m in g  a g a i nW ITH FINE
FRESH COWS!
LAMBS AT PRIVATE SALE.
"Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY, 
NOVEMBER 23, 1906, at Perkiomen
.Bridge Hotel, 25 fresh cows. This is an­
other lot of extra flne.Centre county cows 
that have tbe size, shapes and qualities to 
please my patrons. 60 fat lambs at pri­
vate sale on Wednesday and Thursday, 
November 21 and 22. Public sale, Novem­
ber 23, At 1.30 p. m., rain or shine. Con­
ditions by J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct.v H. H. Robison, clerk.
P (JBLIC SALE OF
Personal Property!
Will be sold ait public sale on SATUR­
DAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1906, on the prem­
ises late of David Rahn, deceased, in Up­
per Providence township, Montgomery 
county, Pa., one mile west of Trappe, the 
following described personal property be­
longing to the widow : 25 chickens, fall­
ing top. carriage, barrel and vinegar, bed­
stead and bedding, lot of ingrain and rag 
carpets, feather bed and pillows, chaff 
bed, bowl and pitcher, 2 mirrors, stands, 
stair and hall carpets, clock, rocker, cane 
seat chairs, hanging lamp, extensión 
table, corner, cupboard, buffalo robe, and 
a variety of articles not mentioned., Sale 
to commence at 2 o’clock p. m., sharp. 
Conditions, cash.
EMMA RAHN, widow. 
W. M. Pierson, auct.
M. B.Linderman, clerk.
WHEN YOU WANT TO BUY  OR NELL REAL ESTATE, it is an easy'vnatter to inquire of us and 
we will certainly be pleased to give your 
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t 
succeed in doing business with you the 
loss is ours, not yours.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
Norristown, Pa.
jp*OR SALE.
Livery and hoarding stables.
Flour mill and coal yard.
Small farm on trolley line 
Coal yard and feed store.
House in West Conshohocken, $1500, 
Store and. dwelling in Norristown.
10 country homes near trolley.
Three residences, Main Street, Col* 
legeville, Pa.
J. C. LANDES,
Real Estate, Stocks and Bonds,
Norristown Trust Company Building.
R e a l  e s t a t e  w a n t e d .Have buyers and renters waiting for 
desirable cheap country' properties. Send 
in your list. No charge except I make a 
sale. H. L. BECHTEL,
10-18. 3227 Ridge A.v.e.; Phila., Pa.
E s t a t e  n o t i c e .Estate of Kate H. Grater, late of 
Collegeville, Montgomery county, dec’d. 
Letters of administration on the above 
estate having been granted the under­
signed, all persons indebted to said éstate 
are requested to make immediate payment, 
and those having legal claims to present 




Es t a t e  n o t i c e .Estate of David Rahn, late of Up­per Providence township, Montgomery 
county, Pa., deceased. Notice is hereby 
given that letters testamentary upon said 
estate have been granted to; the under­
signed. All persons indebted to the estate 
are requested to make prompt settlément, 
and those having claims against the same 
will present them without, delay to 
M. B. LINDERMAN, Executor,
11-1. Limerick, Pa.
E s t a t e  n o t i c e .Estate of J. Frank Voorhees, late of 
Upper Providence township, Montgomery 
county, deceased. Letters of administra­
tion on the above estate having been 
granted the undersigned, all persons in­
debted to said estate are requested to 
make Immediate payment, and those hav­
ing legal claims against the same to pre­
sent them without delay to
D. J. VOORHEES, Administrator,
Royersford, Pa. 
Or Attorney O. L. Evans, 323 Swede St., 
Norristown, Pa. 10-18.
E s t a t e  n o t i c e .Estate of Abraham A. Landis, late 
of Lower Providence township, Montgom­
ery county, deceased. Letters testament­
ary on tbe above estate having been 
granted the undersigned, all persons in­
debted to said estate are requested to make 
immediate payment, and those having 
legal claims against the same to present 
them without delay to
MATILDA LANDIS, 
HENRY C. LANDIS, 
Executors,
-  Collegeville, Pa. 
Or attorneys, Evans, Dettra & Brown- 
back, Norristown, Pa. 11-8
F o r  s a l e  c h e a p .30 gallon farmers’ boiler. 
ll-15»2t. COLLEGEVILLE MARKET.
Fo r  s a l e .A fine old-fashioned cherry desk, over 100 years old. Apply to
S. P. SPARE, Ironbridge, Pa.
A Number of Desirable 
Properties
Along Trolley between Norristown and 
Limerick.
E v e r y b o d y  t a k e  n o t i c e *Until about December 20, the under­signed will receive rags, rubbers, feathers, 
old metal and scrap, and pay the same 
prizes as heretofore advertised in this 
paper. Send postal or call at tbe Rail­
road House, Collegeville. '
10-25. BARNEY RUBIN & SON.
N e v e r s l i p  h o r s e s h o e i n gNeverslip horseshoeing a specialty at my shop. Large stock of neverslip 
shoes on hand. Care taken in placing 
shoes in proper manner.
11-1. J. W. HOOVER, Collegeville, Pa.
OTICE TO TRESPASSERS  
AND GUNNERS.
All gunners and hunters are hereby 
forbidden, under penalty of law, to tres­
pass on the premises of the undersigned : 
D. H. Casselberry, Lower Providence, 
Skippack, and Upper Providence.
O. F. Reichenbaeb, Perkiomen Twp.
M. A. Fry, Lower Providence.
Samuel Sperry, Lower Providence. 
Hugh McLaughlin, Trappe, Pa.
H. L. Saylor, Collegeville.
Irwin Weikel, Trappe.
J. R. Wanner, Lower Providence.
Write for particulars.
G O T W A L S & B E Y E R ,
55 E. Main St. NORRISTOWN, PA.
Dead Animals Removed
F R E E  OF CHARGE.
I pay about $1.00 per bead more, Id cash, 
for first-class cattle or horses delivered to 
my place, than anybody else.
I pay for stock when I get two bead or 
more at the same tinvB and place.
Both 9phones—United, 629 ; Bell, 11-L.
Geo. W . Schw eiker,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
A  FARM WANTED.r A medium-sized farm or residence 
wanted at a reasonable price.
THOMAS WILSON,
10-25. — Eagleville, Pa.
WANTED.A young man to assist in meat 
store and run butcher’s route. Apply at 
THIS OFFICE.
Fo r  r e n t .A house with eight rooms, bath, steam and all other modern conveniences. 
Apply to HENRY BOWER,
7-6. Collegeville, Pa.
F o r  s a l e  o r  r e n t .Late residence of the undersigned, situate in the borough of Trappe. Ap­
ply to DR. ROYER.
SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.
Bribing 
Geòrgie
By JOHN J. O'CONNOR. 
Copyright, 1906, by C. H. Sutcliffe
“I think I had better take you to the 
train,” said Ethel coldly. “I do not 
care to advertise to the whole family 
the fact that my affections were be­
stowed upon a man so utterly un­
worthy of them.”
“You will have to announce the 
breaking of the engagement some 
time,” suggested Castron, “but I guess 
It’s better this way. We’ll talk It over 
on the way Into town. You have not 
given me a chance to defend myself 
yet. It will be all right when I get a 
chance to talk to you quietly.”
Ethel smiled. That was precisely 
what she wished to avoid. She would 
take the dog cart and have the litro
bowled along through the leafy avenue 
Castron, all unconscious of the tumult M A N  A N D  H IS  BELIEFS.
In her mind, wherein pride and affec- The Seven Great Religion* Bodies of
“l ’iili MAKE IT FIVE,” HE OFFERED.
groom go along. Castron noticed the 
smile and guessed her thoughts. When 
the cart was brought around the back 
seat was unoccupied.
“James said he had to send the boy 
to town,” was the explanation. “He 
will be waiting for you at the station.” 
Ethel frowned and turned and walk­
ed, to where her small brother was try­
ing to coax the goldfish from the foun­
tain basin with a bent pin and a bit of 
bread. He looked up guiltily at her ap­
proach, but was visibly relieved when 
he saw who it was.
“Don’t  you want to ride into town 
with Mr. Castron and mè?” she said. 
“Nope,” he said decidedly.
“I’ll give you that air gun If you 
will,” she bribed.
“It costs $2,” he warned.
“I know,” she agreed. “Hurry, or 
Mr. Castron will miss his train.” 
Geòrgie raced across the lawn and 
climbed into the back seat “I’m go­
ing, too,” he announced gleefully. 
Frank Castron said something beneath 
the cover of his mustache and scowled 
as’he helped Ethel into her seat on the 
box.
It was apparent that Ethel was de­
termined not to afford him.any oppor­
tunity for a tete-a-tete. He thought 
that he had frustrated her design when 
he had bribed the head coachman to 
send the tiger to town, but he had not 
counted on Georgie. He settled him­
self in his seat, and Ethel took up the 
lines.
They covered the first half mile In 
silence. Then he broke the quiet. “I 
want to tell you,” .he began, “that that 
locket was”—
“Geòrgie will hear,” she whispered. 
“Please spare me the annoyance of 
having the wretched story spread all 
over the house.”
“But If only you would listen for a 
tnoment,” he pleaded. “¿Let Georgie 
drop off and walk back. He won’t 
mind.”
“I do,” she said severely. “Do not 
make me think any worse of you than 
I do already.”
“But it is all suph a miserable mis­
take,-” he pleaded, “and you have not 
given me a chance for a single word 
since it happened.”
For answer Ethel turned to speak to 
the boy, and Castron gritted his teeth. 
Just five minutes and the whole mis­
erable mistake would be explained. If 
he could not get this chance, there was 
no hope. She would return his letters 
unread, just as she had sent back the 
note he had written last night. A bit 
of paper blowing across the road fright­
ened the horses apd demanded her at­
tention. Castron''leaned ovpr the back 
of the seat
“rii give you a dollar to fall off and 
go back to the house,” he offered.
“Sis Is going to give me two,” he ex­
plained.
‘Til make it five,” he offered.
Georgie was resolute, t “I made a bar­
gain,” he declared. “ ’Twouldn’t  be 
fair.”
Castron faced the front again. Ev­
erything seemed to be against 1dm.
“I congratulate you upon your fore­
thought in bribing Geòrgie,” he said 
bitterly. “You seem determined to al­
low me no opportunity to explain.” 
“There is no possible explanation,” 
she said decidedly. “The least you 
can do Is to keep silent for the few 
minutes longer that you are to be bur­
dened with my company.”
“Very well,” he said shortly. “If yon 
are determined, I suppose there is no 
use in trying to prove you wrong. ’
She averted her head, and as they
tlon waged war, sat In silent anger re­
viewing the events of the past twenty- 
four hours.
At Christmas Edith had given him a 
locket inclosing her picture. Yester1 
day she had opened the case and had 
found therein another picture and a 
lock of hair that In no way ¡Suggested 
her own chestnut curls.'
Before he could explain she had run 
Into the house, and no amount of en­
treaty could induce her to listen to his 
explanation.
For two miles no one spoke. Georgie 
wriggled uneasily on the back seat 
from time to time, while the horse’s 
hoofs beating on the smooth road 
seemed to Castron to count the lost 
. seconds.
, At last, in desperation, he felt In his 
pocket. There was a bill he had slip­
ped Into his change pocket to aveid 
the trouble of taking out his pocket- 
book In the station. Gently_he with­
drew the bill and for an instant held 
it behind his back; then, certain that 
Geòrgie had seen It, he released his 
hold and let It flutter to the road.
Quickly the boy slipped off the tail­
board and scrambled In the dust. 
Castron turned to Ethel.
“We are almost In town,” he said. 
“I Insist upon being given the right to 
explain.”
“Hush!” she warned. “Georgie will 
hear.”
“Not unless he has exceptional ears,” 
he smiled. “Geòrgie is about half a 
mile back.”
Ethel half turned In her seat to con­
vince herself, then turned to him 
again.
“I suppose you bought him off,” she 
said scornfully. “You ^told me you 
were aware of his price. I suppose I 
shall have to listen since I cannot 
drive and stop up my ears too.”
“I’ll drive,” he volunteered, “If you 
want to stop up your ears.”
“What is It you wish to say?" she 
demanded. Ignoring his generous offer.
“Just this,” he said eagerly. “That 
is not my locket at all.”
“As though I did not recognize It!” 
she scoffed.
“It fooled me,” he argued. “You see,
I haven’t  looked inside since I’ve’ been 
up here because I’ve had the original 
of the picture to look at. I never no­
ticed that I picked up Frank Comp­
ton’s lockft by mistake. You were so 
proud of the uniqueness of the locket 
that I hated to tell you that my room­
mate had one just like It. From the 
similarity of the engraving I fancy it 
1 came from the same store.
“When I picked up the attain I got 
Frank’s and never found it out until 
you opened it. That girl in this locket 
is Frank’s fiancee.”
For a moment the horses trotted 
along in silence broken only by their 
hoof beats; then she turned to him 
with moist eyes.
“What can you think of me?” she 
cried penitently.
“That you are -the dearest little wo­
man in the world,” he said promptly. 
Her hand stole into his.
“I’ll never be so foolish again,” she 
said. “I’m so glad you persisted, 
dear.” •
“Me, too,” he agreed.
A couple of days later Castron was 
smiling over a scrawly letter that had 
just come. It read:
Dear Fred—Here's yer $5. I t  ain’t  fair 
to take It, because I didn’t drop off tha t 
wagon, because of the five, but because I 
want you to be my brother-in-law some 
day. I heard w hat sis said. I guess she 
wanted me to, too, because she gave me 
the gun and cried over me. I t’s funny to 
have a  girl cry over you. Did you ever 
have one cry over you? Come up soon.
Yer brother-in-law to be, GEORGIE.
Castron smiled refoiniscently, recall­
ing the last ride to town.
the World.
The population of the earth at the 
death of the Emperor Augustus was 
estimated at 50,000,000. Today it is 
calculated that this globe has a popu­
lation of 1,003,150,000. Out of this vast 
number of more than a billion amd a 
half of human beings it is asserted that 
all but an infinitesimal fraction of 1 
per cent believe in and worship In 
/ some degree a supreme ruler of the 
universe.
There are seven great religions in the 
world. The Christian religion has the 
greatest number of adherents, 563,000,- 
000. Of this number 350,000,000 are 
Catholics and 213,000,000 Protestants. 
These two great divisions are subdivid­
ed Into innumerable sects differing 
from one another on some point of 
dogma or church government. Next in 
importance comes the worship of an­
cestors and Confucianism, whose fol­
lowers are 283,000,000 in number. This 
belief is confined almost exclusively to 
the Chinese and Japanese. In India 
there are 223,000,000 Brahmans. This 
form of religion has decreased some­
what during recent years, owing per­
haps to the continual ravages of plague 
and famine In that country. But it still 
holds the third place among the seven 
great religions. Brahmanism is hard' 
pressed, however, by the faith of Is­
lam. There are 222,000,000 of these fol­
lowers of the doctrines of Mohammed. 
The fifth on the list are the Polytheists, 
the believers in many gods, who num­
ber 130,000,000. The devotees of Bud- 
//dha come next, 107,000,000 strong. 
These, too, have their stronghold in 
India. The smallest of the seven great 
religions of the world is Taoism, with 
44,000,000 adherents in the Chinese em­
pire and in Tibet.
The next greatest religion, in point 
of numbers, to Taoism is the belief of 
Japan, Shintoism. This has but 18,- 
000,000 believers. The Jewish faith 
now counts but half that number of 
adherents. But, unlike the other great 
religions, the followers of the teachings 
of Moses are not centered in any par­
ticular country, but are scattered all 
about the world. Compared with 'the 
foregoing, the religions of the Parsees, 
While one of the most beautiful the­
oretically, has about the smallest fol­
lowing of any distinct belief in the 
world, 150,000, This sect has its home 
in India and is best known to the out­
side world by its curious burial cus­
toms, the famed “towers of silence.”
—Exchange.
C h r ist m a s  *
IN 2 MONTHS.
NOT A BIT TOO EARLY TO THINE OF 
GIFT8,
I have most of my HOLIDAY SIL­
VERWARE, JEWELRY, GUT GLASS, 
DECORATED CHINA, DIAMONDS, 
WATCHES, and FANCY - HANDLE 
UMBRELLAS in now.
YOU CAN MAKE DEPOSITS FROM 
TIME TO TIME. It is easy on your 
purse and relieves you of the trouble­
some question, what shall I buy?
Come in, look around. Gifts from 
here are always right.
J. D. SALLADE,
Jeweler and Optician,
16 E. Main St. Norristown, Pa,
J  ----- XT SE C IJLBERT’S  
j  DIARRHOEA MIXTURE
f f  Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, ¿nd all bowel troubles.
•Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. : Corn Cure, 10 Bents a Bottle.
FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT
C U LB ER T’S DRUG S TO RE, 1
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
-- When in Norristown ~
---- IT  WILL -----
P A Y  Y O U
----  TO VISIT____
SABELOSKY’S SHOE STORES;
2 6  A N D  1 3 8  W . M A IN  S T .,
w£ere you can^get GOOD SERVICEABLE 
SHOES for Men, Women and Children 
at the LOWE8T POS8IBLE 
PRICES.
' We give $10.00 of Crown Trading Stamps 
on all purchases of $1.00 or more.
“I t ’s J u s t  L ik e  This!”
When you have occasion to introduce’ 
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your 
home heated with steam or hot water, you 
want only the most skillful mechanics to 
plan and execute the work.
CHAS. A. SABELOSKY,
26 AND 138 W. MAIN 8TREET, 
10-11. NORRISTOWN, PA.
Weighed Upon His Father.
When Mr. Finnerty returned after a 
day’s outing with Michael, the only 
son, his face was long and doleful and 
quickly drew Inquiries from the mother.
“I misthrust Micky is not long for 
this world,” said Mr. Finnerty, with a 
deep sigh. “I misthrust there’s a spell 
over him already, and he’ll not be long 
wid us.”
“Arrah, what are you talkin’ about?” 
demanded his wife as she removed 
some light brown sticky decorations 
from the countenance of the sleepy 
Michael. “He’s one o’ the" long, thin 
kind, but he’s got his good health and 
a fine pair o’ loongs in him.”
Mr. Finnerty shook his head with 
stubborn conviction.
“You can say what plazes you,” he 
remarked sepulchrally,. “but I’ve got 
this to tell you, woman: On the plat­
form o’ the station there was a large, 
big scales, an’ I stepped on, holdin’ 
Micky by the hand. They, tipped an’ 
balanced at wan hundred siventy-two 
pounds. Thin I lifted Micky up an’ 
hiid him in the air—all free of the plat­
form, mind ye—and, woman, thim 
scales niver dthropped a pound. There 
was only a bit of a trimble. I’d hardly 
the stringth in me legs to walk home.”
P O IN T E D  P A R A G R A P H S .
You haven’t  as long to live as you 
used to have.
Some people are so Hgreeable that 
they are disagreeable.
Heroism is generally a foolish act 
with a successful termination.
Some people not only Insist upon giv­
ing advice, but asking questions a t the 
same time?
When a married woman hears about 
women who are working on q&larles 
she is liable to say, “Well, I earn all I 
g e t”
The surest way to tame a man is to 
take his money away from him. When 
a man has no money even a woman 
can run over him.
People talk of nursing their wrath as 
if they are bloodthirsty for revenge, 
but leave an angry man alone and in 
two days he will have forgotten what 
he got angry about—Atchison Globe.
“ It’s Just Like This!”
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating 
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under 
proper conditions they last for generations.
“ It’s Just Like This !”
We are prepared? to submit plans and install the latest style 
Plumbing Fixtures, or thè. most efficient Steam or Hot Water 
Heating Apparatus-, at the lowest price consistent with good 
material and workmanship;. '•
“It’s Just Like This!”
When you-find: it necessary to have any repairs made, send 
us your ondfers; We- will not keep you waiting, nor will we put 
you to any avoidable inconvenience;
GEO. F. Cl;AM ER
I -12. C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA,
The Kobie Horse
He desei^-es a warm and 
strong Blanket- It
will protedl him from the bit­
ter cold, /give him comfort, 
keep him healthy.'
SA Blankets have a world- 
’ le reputation for strength 
nd length of wear.
Buy a 5A. Bias Girth for the Stable. 
Buy a 5A Square for the Street.
W e  S e ll Them —■ -
Made to Order Suits take'a back seat if you come to my store 
and inspect our beautiful suits from
H a rt Seh affn er &  M a r x
O r C H IC A G O .
No Cure For Insomnia.
A sufferer from insomnia may work 
hard at physical and mental labor, yet 
the night cometh when no man caiT 
work. The insomniac, utterly fatigued, 
falls into a slumber—not a sound, re­
freshing, dreamless slumber, but a 
coma, lethargy, a torpor, bom of fa­
tigue. In a few hours the demon says 
“Awake!” and the insomniac starts in*; 
stantly into waking, with bright, star­
ing, winkless, sleepless eyes. Is there 
no cure? None. Insomnia comes with 
age. You cannot cure your years. You 
used to sleep yesterday when you were' 
young. “Not poppy nor mandragora 
nor all the drowsy sirups of the world 
can medicine thee to that sweet sleep' 
which yesterday thou hadst.” — San 
Francisco Argonaut.
Thel.EBenjam iiiCo.
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE, 
PAINTS, TOOLS, ETC.,
N o .  2 0 5  B r i d g e  S t . ,
P H f f lS  IX  V IIiJL E, P A .
J. P. 8TETLER, Manager.
East and Weat.
The chief distinction between the 
genius of the eastern civilization and 
that of the west, according to an ori­
ental, lies in this: With you the indi­
vidual is the hub of the universe—even 
charity begins a t home with you— 
while with us of the east it is the 
whole, the state, not the individual, 
that we emphasize. An individual is 
nothing; the state, the whole, is every»! 
thing. We sacrifice thousands of in*,j 
dividuals, we sacrifice our children 1 
and our wives upon the altar of na­
tional honor, without hesitation, with­
out regret.—Forum.
A Gleam of Hope.
The dark lantern flashed through the 
Jlat. Then came the gleam of a re­
volver.
"Hands up!” hissed the head of the 
family. “You are a burglar?”
“Y-yes,” gasped the intruder as he 
faced the cold steel.
“What have you stolen?"
"Your wife’s pug dog.”
“H’m! Br—if that’s ail, you may 
sneak out quietly.”
“And your mother-iri-law’s parrot.” 
“You don’t  say! Well, here is some 
loose change.”
“And your daughter’s phonograph.” 
“Good! Here’s some more loose 
change.”
“Also your son’s punching bag.” 
“What? Great- Scott, man, come oift 
to the ice chest! There certainly will 
be some’ peace in this flat from now 
on.” '
His Deep Grief.
. Visitor—I do hope that poor J^ck, 
your brother, does not grieve too much 
a t my having broken our engagement. 
I feel sure he must be very unhappy. 
What did he say, defir? The Sister— 
Oh, he said what a lucky thing it was 
■ you' broke it off this week instead of 
next, as it saved him from having to 
buy you a birthday present! ~
By the Pound.
Little Elsie—Mamma, how much do 
people pay a pound for babies? Mam­
ma—Babies are not sold by the pound, 
my dear. Little Elsie—Then why do 
they always weigh them as soon as 
they are born?—St. Louis Post-Dis­
patch.
Bifiramy.
Effle—Papa, a man who has a wife 
too much is a bigamist, is he not? 
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In making your purchases at 
FENTON’S STORE. Years ok 
experience enables the proprietor 
to know just what to buy, how. 
to buy, and how to sell the thou­
sand and more articles kept in 
stock in a thoroughly equipped 
general store.
In DRY GOODS, GROCER­
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED 
GOODS, or in any department of 
the big store, on the comer you 
wilt find what you want at the 
right price.
Ready-made Pantaloons and 
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s 
Boots and Shoes are- among the 
specialties.
Crockery and Glassware, Paints, 
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
Gents' Furnishing Goods in 
variety.
-  ST Y L E S E X C LU SIV E -
The Finest W-orkmanshipj Perfect Fitting, and every garment 
guaranteed strictly all wool. In fact all our SUITS AND 
TROUSERS, as well as
BOYS’ A N D  C H ILD R E N ’S SUITS
must come from good reliable people. We only buy the the best 
and on account of our s m a l l  e x p e n s e s  we are f a r  b e l o w  
i n  p r ic e » ?  than in yonder city.
. Shall be pleased to > have you c o m e  a n d  l o o k  over our 
assortment and compare prices whether you buy or not. We 
are always at yonr service.
H E R M A N  W E T Z E L
6 6  a n d  6 f  E .  M A I N  S T R E E T .  
N O R R I S T O W N ,  F A .












Daily and Sunday Papers.
I am prepared to promptly furnish 
, and erect STEAM AND HOT WATER 
- HEATERS and to do all kinds of re- 
> pairing, as to heaters and steam fixtures.
’ Send for description of “Charmer” and 
' “Imperial” 8team Heaters. These are 
, among the very best on the market, 
and sure to give satisfaction.
ALL KINDS of PUMPS
furnished, or repaired. Wind Mills 
1 supplied and erected. .
Good workmanship guaranteed.
A share of the patronage of the pub- 
j  lie réspectfully solicited, q




Insure Your Horses $ £
against loss by death from disease or accl- 
dent in the LO W ER  PRO V ID EN CE 
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO. 
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss 
occurs.
I. Z. REINER, President.
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary. 
Appraisers:
THEO. DETWILER, Eagleville.
H. H. ROBISON, Collegeville.
W. E. BEAN, Trooper.
P atents
T r a d e  M a r k s  
D e s ig n s
. . . .  C o p y r ig h t s  A c .
Anyone sending a sketch and description may qnlckly ascertain our opinion free whether an. invention is probably patentable. Communica­tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patent» sent free. Oldest agency for securing, patents.Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive special notice, without charge, in the
Scientific A m e ric a n .
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir­culation of any scientific tournai. Terms, $3 a year ; four months, $1, Sold hy all newsdealers.
MUNN & Go.36tBroa.hw, New York
Branch Office, 536 F  St., W ashington. O .0.
SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY. 5
A Very* Important Matter
For FARMERS to know Is where to get the REST tHOPPISti done and 
where to get a full line of the REST FEED, such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No. 
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats,. Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., 
etc., at the Lowest Cash Prices. - You will find it at
Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
Lately,remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be 




.Eight Lines of Effort Successfully Followed 
By This Company.
—-IT —
Allows Interest on Deposits. 
Insures Title to Real Estate. 
Executes Trusts.
Issues Bonds of Suretyship. 




Takes Charge of Real Estate. 












I am fully equipped at my New 
Location, Ridge . Pike, one-third 
mile South of Perkicmen Bridge, 
to serve my old patrons and in­
vite new ones to give me a trial. 
Ail work guaranteed. 
Carriages and Busiuess 
Wagons Built to Order 
at Right Prices.
Now ready for Spring Painting 
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring 
done in the shop. Horseshoeing 
















Be careful not to place your orders ror 
Building or other Lumber until we have had 
a chance to estimate on your wants. . We 
are certain to give "you entire satisfaction as 
as to the Lumber itself and its delivery. 
We may save you a dollar or two. also.
-  L O T  O F -
SECOND-HAND




Two Gears for Farm Wagons,
Several Second-hand baggies, 
One Buggy with Pneumatic-Tires,
Also a New Top Buggy and a Runabout.
H ENRY YO ST, JR.
Telephone—Keystone No. 12.
D. & A. ’Phone No. 6 M
T H E O L D S T A N D
Hand-Painted I h  ina,
Rich Cut-Glass, 
Sterling S ilver and
Silver-Plated W are.
German Chiming Clocks,
-QUARTER-HOUR STRIKE ON 
FIRE BELL.
Kerper <fc Custer, Jewelers
238 HIGH STREET,
110-11. POTTSTOWN, PA.
O N E  OF O UR
N e w  F A L L  
n y c o i D E L S
IN C LO TH IN G
among our new and ex­
clusive suits for young 
men, are:
Ventless coat, buttoning with 
but three buttons, long soft roll­
ing lapels, permitting the col­
larless vest to show above 
spring, new cuffs on sleeves. 
Whenever good form calls for 
men’s and young men’s clothes 
of faultless fit and s ty leav e ry  
one of our new suits will be en­
tirely appropriate.
Fall Soft and Stiff Hats"
5oc. to $5.00. We doubt if- 
you cau Beat Our Hats, for 
we Don’t Know Their Equals.
Come and see us.




Established • . 1875.
Itlls g e v ills  jjîlerf.
The Proper Hat, 50c. to $5.00.,
How ridiculous a girl of 18 
would look wearing an old 
woman’s bonnet] Is it not
FRANK W. SHALKOP,
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)
Undertaker • Embaimer
T R A P P E , P A .
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler, 
an undertaker of many years’ experience, 
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest 
expectations of-those who will entrust me to 
serve them.
taP  Will meet trains at all Stations. Or­
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2
Choice Bread
AND
G a k e s
IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection­
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water 







G - r a m t e  " W o r k s .
just as illogical for a young man 
ot 20 to wear the same style 
hat as a man of 40 does 1 Some 
stores do not take age into con­
sideration and sell the same 
style to young and old. We 
don’t. There are styles here 
for different ages of men and 
we’re careful to sell the right 
hat that the age requires.
R O O T ’ S
No. 221 H igh S t.,
P O T T S T O W N
MADE TO ORDER.
Full stock of harress supplies, saddles, 
bridles, boots, blankets for summer and 
winter, stable brooms, combs, brushes, &c. 
REPAIRING OF HARNESS a specialty.
Also choice grade cigars. Special atten­
tion to box trade.
W . E. JOHNSON, 
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
THE B E ST  HARNESS
> promptly obtain U. 8. and Foreign
PATENTS
SSend model, sketch or photo of inventioi gee report on patentability. For free lx* Patents and
CASNOWI
’ Opposite U. S. Patent Office! 
WASHINGTON D. C.
H . E, BRANDT, « Proprietor.
W alnu t Street and Seventh  
A ve., Royersford, Pa.
FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.
When in Norristown, Pa..




15 !?"“  Firat-elass Aceommodations for Man 
and Beast.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable. 
Both English and German spoken.
P. K. Gable, P rop rie to r.






W  o rk s ,
149 H igh  St.
P O T T ST O W N , P E N N ’A.
Designs and Estimates Furn­
ished Free of Charge.
ECZEMA and PILE CURE
"FRF.’R Knowing what it was to suffer 
I will give FREE of CHARGE 
to any afflicted a positive cure for Eczema, 
Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Piles and Skin 
Diseases. Instant relief. Don’t  suffer 
longer. Write F. W. WILLIAMS, 400 
Manhattan avenue, -New York. Enclose 
Stamp.
VT ©RRI S T OWW .HERALD 
i l  BOOK BINDERY. Binding, 
Job Ruling, Perforating, Paging, Number­
ing, Blank Books for Banks and Business 
Houses, given special attentiop. Magazines 
bound and repairing done quickly and 
cheaply. Estimates cheerfully furnished. ^ pees
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
ii r w t e y ’ 9
{ Crunh
]’ By GEORGE STAIR.
i 1 Copyright, 1906, by Homer Sprague i 
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“You should have sent your trunk on 
In the train ahead,” said Compton. 
“Just now there is a press of baggage, 
and you cannot get your trunk out in 
time to get the otfyer train.”
“But I must,” insisted Daisy, with 
pretty imperiousness. “If I lose that 
train the yacht will have left and I 
shall miss the trip. She will be sent 
south next month, and I shall not have 
another chance.” '
“I’ll see what I can do,” he volun­
teered. “But I am afraid that it looks 
very much like a hopeless case.”
“You, can do it,” said Daisy confident­
ly as she settled, back in her seat with 
the air of one who dismisses discus­
sion. Somehbw Compton gave one con­
fidence In his powers of accomplish­
ment. Ever since she had been a child 
she had let him do things for her. He 
had always seemed a handy man, and 
precisely because he was so handy he 
had urged his suit on her in vain.
Just now Dick Tomlin was the fa- 
vdred suitor. Dick was to meet her 
at the station and take her over to the 
■other railroad, where she would con­
nect with the train for the shore where 
her brother was waiting for her on his 
yacht.
In spite of her liking for Tomlin she 
was glad when Frank Compton’s form 
loomed up in the aisle of thef car. Dick 
was not a good manager. With Frank 
along she knew that her trunk would 
be assured.
Compton sank into the seat beside 
her. “I suppose there is some favored 
swain waiting for you,” he suggested.
Daisy blushed.
“Dick Tomlin said he might be there,” 
she admitted.
Compton smiled.
“If he said that he might be there, be 
assured that he will,” he said gravely. 
“Will he be the one, Daisy?”
“You are always thinking about my 
getting married,” she pouted. “I don’t
see why we can’t  just be good friends, 
Frank.”
“Because I want to be something bet­
ter than good friends,” he explained. 
“I want you for my wife and you 
merely laugh a t the idea.”
“I’ve known you ages,” she ex­
plained. “You seem more like a big 
brother.”
“So a newcomer wins the prize,” he 
sighed.
“Please don’t  speak about it,” plead­
ed Daisy. “YoU know I hate to hurt 
you.”
Compton settled back in bis seat with 
a sigh. That was the explanation of it- 
all, Daisy had known him all her life. 
I t was the new face that won her at­
tention. There was no hope for him. 
The train was pulling into the station 
before be roused himself.
“Let me have your dheck,” he said 
quietly. “Tomlin will look after you. I 
will try to get the trunk.”
She gave him a grateful look as she 
handed him the square of brass. 
“You’re an awful comfort, Frank,” she 
said softly. “I’m sorry I can’t—can’t”—
“It’s all right,” be said, as he gath­
ered up her belongings.
“Tell Tomlin to get a hansom and 
send the driver after me. I’ll have the 
trunk for him.”
He helped her down the ¿teps and, 
after seeing that Tomlin was there, 
went in search of the trunk. Truck aft­
er truck was run down the platform, 
and at last he recognized the little 
steamer trunk with its big red D.
Quickly he explained to the helper 
the necessity for having the trunk im­
mediately, tu t  the baggage handlers 
were tired and cross and not disposed 
to extend any favors.
“Can’t  do it,” he said sharply. ‘‘The 
trunks have got to be checked up be­
fore they can go out. That will,take- 
half an hour.”
Compton passed the man a bill. 
“Suppose you transfer the check to 
me,” he said. “You can check me up 
instead of the trunk. Then if there’s 
any trouble you have m e . to answer 
for It.”
For a moment the man stood still a s . 
the idea sank in; then, with a laugh, he 
jerked off the trunk, slipped off the 
strap and fastened it to Comptod’s 
arm. The cabman stepped up to. shoul­
der the baggage, add the helper grin­
ned.
“Jump up there with\the rest of the 
trunks until I can run you into the 
room,” he laughed.
Compton fell in with the joke and 
took his place qn top of the pile of lug­
gage.
For the next half hour he was com­
pelled to sit in the stuffy room until 
the baggagemaster found time to a t­
tend to him. Then the two chelks were 
verified, the tag was .taken from his 
arm, and he was permitted to, go.
Three weeks later he ran into Daisy 
on the street. “How is my trunk?” 
she asked, with a smite.
“You got it, I hope?” he said quickly.
“I mean my substitute trunk,” she 
’explained. “The Potters told me about 
i t  It seems that they saw you make 
■the exchange.”
“It was the only way to avoid a de-' | 
lay,” ■ he said. “That accounts for my 
not coming to say goodby.”
“You are a dear old fellow,” she said 
softly. “When I heard the story from 
the Potters and remembered how Dick 
complained because you were on the 
train with me I saw the difference be­
tween you two and”—
“And?’ he questioned. ^
“The contrast was in your favor,” 
she said hurriedly. “Frank, if you 
want to ask a certain question again I 
think that perhaps”—
• “Here is the jeweler’s,” suggested 
Compton. “Let’s get the ring.” ,■
.-“I want one with a seal like a trunk 
check,” she said as she followed. “I 
planned it all out on the boat.”
“Bless the trunk check,” said Comp­
ton fervenfciy.
Still First In all Hearts.
Teachers and pupils of a high school 
in New Jersey were amazed one morn­
ing when the principal suddenly order­
ed all the classes to assemble in the 
auditorium. Their amazement increas­
ed, says a writer In the New York 
Press, when he began to address them 
on “George Washington, the Father of 
Our Country.”
When the principal finished his re­
marks he paused impressively for a 
moment and then went on in his se­
verest tone:
k '“The bust of George Washington 
which stood upon the pedestal in the 
reception room has been removed and 
placed upon the floor, with its face in 
the comer. Until the culprit, whoever 
he or she may be, comes to the front 
and makes a public confession of the 
misdemeanor not & soul will be per­
mitted to leave this building. Remem­
ber, there will be no other punishment 
imposed, than the open and public con­
fession.”
There was a great sensation. Teach­
ers exchanged glances; pupils fidgeted 
round, awed and frightened. The prin­
cipal, holding himself very erect, faced 
them soletnnly.
“I am waiting,” said he.
Then the janitor stepped forward and 
relieved the situation.
“It’s up to me,” he said. “The roof 
was leakin’ mighty bad, an* the boost 
of Mr. Washin’ton were in the drip, an’ \ 
I t ’ought It proper to move it to keep t 
the rain from sp’ilin’ it, an’ I meant no ,
PROBLEMS OF SPACE
ENIGMAS THAT SCIENCE IS STRIVING 
TO SOLVE.
The Question of an Infinity of 
Worlds and Their Distribution In 
an Infinity of Space—Distance of the 
Nearest External Universe.
There can be no subject more cal­
culated to impress a man’s mind with 
Ms .own Insignificance compared with 
the overwhelming power and glory of 
his Creator than the study and con­
templation of the firmament in all its 
boundless infinity. It is not to be 
wondered at tfiat from the earliest 
ages the subject has,, .never failed' to 
exercise a fascination over men and 
that those who by their genius and 
learning have most nearly succeeded 
in solving its mysteries have always 
been reverenced and esteemed to be 
ftmong the wisest Men' of their day. 
More has been done within the last 
fifty years than in all the .rest of the 
world’s history toward the piercing of 
| the veil which shuts off from our eyes 
I the, beauties and mysteries of faroff 
! realms, and doubtless by means of the 
spectroscope and increased size in the 
lenses of oiir telescopes we shall be 
enabled before long to- unravel still 
more secrets of the universé.
The question as to whether space is 
j finite or infinite can never be sa tisfac- 
; torily argued, out or indeed even 
| thought of, for the human mind is in- 
; capable of ! grasping the existence of a 
; limit to space, even in its most nb- 
j stract form, but the question of the in- 
j flnlty of worlds and their distribution 
in the infinity of space-lies more close­
ly within the scope of human intellect, 
for we have many material facts hnd 
calculations to go upon in 'discovering 
the probable answer*to this most fas­
cinating question.
Only as far back as the seventeenth 
century astronomers placed the num­
ber of stars In the univèrse a3 a little 
over 1,000, but this was absurd, as the 
real number visible to the naked eye is 
about 7,000, and perhaps treble that 
number can be seen by persons with 
exceptionally good eyesight. When the 
heavens, however, ' are examined 
through a telescope the number of visi­
ble stars Is enormously incrensed. In 
fact, It has been calculated that the 
most powerful reveals as many as 
100,000,000! Yet what is that vast 
number compared with infinity? It 
cannot even be likened to a grain of 
sand on the seashore, and yet if we 
think the matter out carefully we shall 
see that the number of visi !e stars 
cannot really be infinite, for if they 
were the heavens would be a c. o.uplete 
blaze of light. This, of course, we 
know is far from being the cuae, and 
indeed there cannot be any doubt that 
Id certain parts of the heavens at least 
the number of visible stars is already 
known, for even'with the very stron­
gest telescores there are blank spaces 
which are absolutely devoid of stars 
below a certain magnitude or even the 
veriest trace of nebulous light.
lnsoolt by turnin’ his face to the w all, 
sir.” b
“The school Is dismissed,” said the 
principal. •
A Grateful Town,
A man who had been born and reared 
In a small town in the interior went 
to one of the large cities, engaged in 
business and accumulated a fortune.
These spaces are known to astrong- 
,'mers by the name of “coal soeki.” 
They contain no star* falntei' than thej * *i.-£ " i - - 1»
and, in factj appear 
to mark', those parts MjxfiSi0
which sre comparatively tuia. On uw 
other hand, in StLer parts o? fha heav- 
.ens.we have pot by, any means ranched 
the limit of telescopic resolvability. It 
is curious, though, that these Intensely 
dark “holes” in the bright empyrean
After a lapse of twenty-five years he 
made a visit to his native village. De­
siring to do something for the place, 
he rented a vacant building on the 
principal street for a long term of 
years and telegraphed an order for a 
first class chemical engine and other 
appurtenances.
' Having previously secured the prom­
ise of the village trustees that a volun­
teer fire department would be organ­
ized at once, he had the satisfaction of 
seeing the engine Installed in the build­
ing before he went away.
A few days after his return to the 
city a friend in the little town sent 
him a copy of the local paper. I t con­
tained a full account of his philan­
thropic action and expressed the grati­
tude of the citizens for his liberality, 
but wound up thus:
“There is a general feeling, however, 
that with his vast wealth it wouldn’t 
have hurt him a bit if he had given 
us instead a system of waterworks and 
a regular steam fire engine, with a 
span .of bay horses and a paid fire de­
partment. Then we could have crow­
ed over every town in the county. As 
it is, we are merely on a par with 
Pllgrimville and Kohankus, and if we 
go to putting on airs they’ll give us 
the laugh.”
Inquire and Enqnlre.
“While you are on the subject of 
spelling,” says a correspondent, “can 
you kindly explain why business men 
persist in writing ‘enquire’ and ‘en­
quiry’ for ‘inquire’ and ‘inquiry?’ The 
word is pronounced ‘in,’ and ‘in’ clear­
ly expresses the meaning.”
The explanation, we think, must be 
that business men are too much given 
to the study of the elder classics of 
our language. In the romance of “Gen- 
erydes,” for example, the business 
man reads that:
Of euery man he enqueryd the certente 
Whiche of his men were ded and whiche 
were taken.
And they have noted "that Child’s text 
of “The Bailiff’s Daughter of Isling­
ton” says that:
To fair« London she would go 
Her true love to enquire.
Congreve spells J t  with an “e,” but 
Milton with an “i.” Spenser spelled it 
with an “1,” but the translators of the 
“Authorized Version” spelled it with 
an “e.” So the honors are perhaps 
easy as^regardsj;he classics. But there 
is no doubt that the “i” has it all its 
own way in the practice of modern 
writers of repute.—London News.
; are mostly to be found in those parts 
of the heavens where most stars 
i abound, notably In the Milky Way.
These remarkable blank spots have 
I been a favorite- theme of discussion 
and argument among all astronomers, 
for, ̂ whatever the real shape or dis- 
| tribution of that universe may fc-i, they 
| point to the almost certain inference 
! that in a particular direction at least 
| there is an actual limit to the number 
! of stars, and if there is a lim it in one 
j direction we have every right to sup- 
j pose that sueh is thè caee in others,, 
and that we have only to writ for 
telescopes strong entragli to resolve, 
j those parts which are still uir.esoiva*- 
I  ble to discover that a point can be 
reached when all the stars of the uai- 
i verse are unfolded ti> our gage.
If, now, we admit that the number 
of visible stars isr limite’, the next 
question to be asked Is, What is the 
order or shape of their d isfr ib r.f 'ii?  
Various astronomers have had various 
theories about this matter, ilrvschel 
was inclined to think that the’ visible • 
universe was in the shape of a disjj, 
though his views in this direction were
considerably modified dur:.'.S  tí­3 . ]later
part of his fife. Struve cons lde­ \ \ tli at
the universe was In the sha;le of a disk
of limited thickness, but infi a I te lev
a theory whiclw is hard to srpp; • 1' ’»
unless the ultimate exilnc:’»Dll O? ![:V;f
in space is believed in, tl: it r: t of
the heavens which lay town:•d the
plane of the disk • world itrily
shine with the brightness <>f til¡a
Proctor, though finding it i:r: por; i !e to
define any particular shape for t
able universe, as a whole. •v.\*rs tliG
opinion that the bright -at r of it—
namely, the Milky Way—• in ft 3
form of a, spiral. This Mi..or:,
however, has many objc'-'h>r  ̂ ,1 <V)!Jr
tend with. Other natron > il.Vp
had different théorie« on ti l< C " ' i m,
but ail. or nearly ali. app'”1r to a • mit
an ultimate limit.to the size .>«* »-i visi*
ble universe, or. in other wo VO
that the galaxy of worlds n; ’i•(•h sur-
round us form, in fact, but au iislet in
the vast infinity of sp :ce.
It would appear at fir,st It' that
any attempt to so! "e f  • - • i of
the existence of ex' ......1 cr ani
their distance was »;’• v -tep . y i
such is not the case The r ■ of CM ' •
culation is that thy i. ■ 1 j c  ~ ï*:: i t
universe is so far - n \ t t'ÎTl! ’-Id
from it traveling» at tl. * «:>?
009 mi's* a second 'v.o i 1 •
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:I t is estimated that the apple crop in the 
United States this year will amount to more 
than 36,000,000 barrels. *
T h e  Baltimore Sun ventures the obser­
vation that it “takes a college professor to 
destroy Shakespeare, decide that love is a 
myth and repeal the Monroe doctrine in one 
breath.”
T h e  Philadelphia and Reading anid the 
Pennsylvania Railroad Companies have both 
announced an increase of 10 per cent, in the 
wages of their employes. Good news to 
thousands of toilers.
T h ir t e e n  estates of dead millionaires 
have paid into the British Treasury within 
the year $122,500,000 of graduated inherit­
ance tax. This beats all records, the next 
highest sum „realized in any one year being 
$65,000,000.
Well,, Brother Joe of the Bristol Gazette, 
our hearty congratulations, once more. 
May the resplendent furnishings of the legis­
lative chamber at Harrisburg stimulate your 
aesthetic nature and perchance help you to 
hew, to the line of sane legislation,
T he Record says that it is conceded on 
all sides that the election last week was the 
fairest and cleanest, that Philadelphia has 
known within the memory of the present 
generation, all on account of the Shern law 
and the Personal Registration law.
I n the little town of Kirkwood, Mo., it is 
now a misdemeanor to tell* a lie within the 
town limits ; the inference being that the 
liars in that quarter either walk themselves 
beyond the “limits” pretty often or fracture 
the law and lie themselves out of its clutches.
I n the matter of utilizing some of the 
potential energy of unremunerative boarders 
it is announced that the Government Of Vic­
toria, Australia, has appropriated $25,000 for 
the making of roads through the “bush” in 
unsettled parts of the State. Prisoners will 
do the work.
Go v ern o r -ele c t  Stuart reiterates his 
ante-election promises and gives expression 
to a determination to administer the Guber­
natorial affairs of the State with fidelity to 
the interests of the people. The I n d e p e n ­
d en t  is willing to take Mr. Stuart at his 
word and bespeak for him notable success in 
the discharge of the important duties which 
will come bis way early in 1907.
Last week the three experts selected to 
bear the complaints of the German Govern­
ment and the German commercial world over 
the tariff regulations of the United States de­
parted for Berlin. -The three Commissioners, 
appointed on suggestion of President Roose­
velt, are R. L. Stone, of thé Department of 
Commerce, who has been preparing for some 
time the work of the mission ; James Gerry, 
chief of the customs division of the Treasury 
Department, and S. N, D. North, of the 
Census Bureau. Upon this Commission much 
will depend whether there will be a tariff war 
between the United States and Germany after 
June 1, 19U7.
Gov ern or  P e n n y pa c k e r  has issued a 
proclamation—suggestive of a variety of 
rather interesting considerations—designa­
ting November 29 as Thanksgiving Day. The 
Governor himself will no doubt give thanks 
because the chunks of mud that hit him dur­
ing the recent fray have failed to stick; be­
cause the abuse of sundry newspapers has 
not belittled him in the estimation of a large 
majority of normal-minded people, and be­
cause bis record as Governor, when impar­
tially analyzed, will compare most favorably 
with that of any of his distinguished or un­
distinguished predecessors in the Guberna­
torial chair at Harrisburg. The Governor 
deserves turkey and cranberry sauce for 
dinner, November 29.
P rom  the Manchester Union : “Worry 
kills more quickly than anything else. I t  is 
insidious, and the poison works slowly, but it 
reaches. There isn’t much use in repairing 
a broken bridge until you get to it. There­
fore, pick a few wild flowers on the way, and 
take it easy.” .
M o r e  than one-balf the passengers of an 
immigrant, train on the Baltimore and Ohio 
railroad were killed and injured in a collision 
Monday between a passenger train and 
freight near Woodville, Indiana. Forty-seven 
persons were either killed outright or burned 
to death in a fire that broke out in the 
wreckage.
M r . H u g hes, Governor-elect of New 
York, promises to devote himself to the task 
of “squaring the administration of thegovern- 
ment” of that State “with the interest of the 
people.” I t  would seem that some “squaring” 
is needful in a quarter where 650,000 electors 
voted for Hearst, the arch sensation-monger 
of the United States. A sense of injustice as 
to public affairs must lodge with thousands of 
the voters of New York who accepted Hearst 
as their most available exponent. Mr. Hughes 
will vbe equal to the task he has undertaken.
I t is announced that 70 per cent, of the 
members of the next Legislature to convene 
at Harrisburg have given pledges to vote for 
two-eent railroad fares and freight franchises 
for trolley lines. I t  is furthermore stated 
that the railroad companies will probably ac­
cept the two-cent fare legislation with com­
posure, but that they will strenuously oppose 
the grahting/>f the right to trolley companies 
to carry freight. I t  will be ascertained in 
time, should a law be -enacted permitting 
trolley cars to carry freight, that trolley 
lines, instead of being detrimental to the 
steam roads, will,be important and profitable 
feeders to the larger freight carriers. The* 
candidates who promised their support to 
certain measure^ will be expected to stand by 
their promises, without squirming.
T h e  United States Government is about 
to file a petition in equity in the Federal 
Court in St. Louis, praying for the dissolution 
of the Standard Oil Corporation and for an in­
junction against it and its subsidiary con­
cerns, forever restraining them from continu­
ing the illegal practices by which they have' 
obtained a monopolistic control of the oil 
business of the United States. In the ensuing 
battle will be the American Government on 
one side and the richest, strongest* and most 
brazen corporation on the planet, on the 
other. The result will be awaited with very 
keen interest by the public. The startling 
announcement that the Government officials 
propóse to institute criminal proceedings 
against the directing heads of the gigantic 
corporation is enough to attract the particu- \ 
lar and most solicitous attention of Mr. ; 
Roekerfeller.
Go v er n o r  P e n n y p a c k e r  and Attorney- 
General Carson are exhibiting some of the 
real good stuff that’s in them—by promptly 
investigating the charges relating to the new 
capitol and heralded about by Treasurer 
Berry. The plain; direct, and penetrating 
questions submitted a few days ago by Mr. 
Carson to Architect Huston and Contractor 
Sanderson are terrific in import if the architect 
and contractor show themselves to be unable 
to furnish straightforward answers. If it 
transpires that Governor Pennypacker, as a 
member of the Commission, has been duped 
and trifled with, those who have assumed to 
impose upon him may wish they had never 
been born long before honest Sam gets 
through with them. Whatever may be the 
final outcome of the investigation referred to 
its importance is not to be disputed, for the 
people of the State should know what the State 
received in return for the expenditure of $13,- 
000,000. The Governor and the Attorney- 
General, both men of the highest integrity, 
will hardly let go of thetask they have under­
taken until it is completed to their satisfac­
tion, as well as to the satisfaction of the 
public.
Dr . L. W. Howerth, of Chicago University, in a 
recent talk to the Lancaster county teachers, well said: 
“A good school is better than a fort, and the army this 
country needs is one of intelligent school teachers. It 
is a barbarous fact that this country will in time be 
supreme in the art of destruction. Every increase in 
our navy puts an excuse in the mouth of every tyrant 
in the world to increase already exorbitant taxes to 
make a bigger navy for himself.”
G EN ERA L S H A F T E R  
P A S S E S  AW AY




----NOW open  a t -----
4 1 5  T V F I R T  A T iB  s t
COMMANDED TROOPS IN CUBA
Bakersfield, Ca., Nov. 13. — Major 
General William Rufus Shatter, U. S. 
A., retired, died at the ranch of Cap­
tain W. H. McKittrick, his son-in-law, 
20 miles south of this city, after an 
illness of seven days, despite the best 
medical attention available in Cali­
fornia.
Captain and Mrs. Kittrick, the gen­
eral’s son-in-iaw and daughter; Miss
FIR8T-CLASS PLATE WORK A 8PECXALTY. THE BEST SERVICE GUARAN­
TEED. I WILL BE GLAD TO MEET AND WELL SERVE '  
j OLD AND NEW PATRONS.
10-18-ly. S. S. BORNEMAN, » . » . S.
ITS b l a n k e t  t i m e
We are showing a nice cotton blanket in white'and grey at 
FIFTY CENTS. ,
G ENERAL W. R. SHAFTER.
Edmunds, a niece, and Captain James 
N. Shafter, a brother, were at the bed­
side when the, end came.
Sketch of Major General W. R. Shafter.
The son of a pioneer farmer, Major 
General William R. Shafter was born 
in Galesbprg, Mich., October 16, 1835. 
With scant educational opportunities, 
he toiled on his father’s fram until he 
attained his majority. By that time 
he had saved sufficient money to carry 
him through the winter term at the 
Prairie seminary. He returned to ag- 
. ricultural pursuits, but the monotony 
of a farmer’s life was irksome to his 
ambitious spirit, and the outbreak of 
the civil war found him ready and 
eagér to become a soldier.
In the summer of 1862 the 19th 
Michigan Regiment was organized and 
Shafter was assigned to it, with the 
. rank of major. The regiment joined 
• the western army, and for a year oi 
more saw a great deal of hard service 
in Kentucky and Tennessee. Togeth 
er with other Federal officers, he was 
: captured by the Confederates, but his 
gallantry in battle had been so con­
spicuous that his captors allowed him 
to retain his horse and side aiims. He 
was a prisoner of war for three months 
and was exchanged in May, ,1863.
On May 3, 1897, Colonel Shafter was 
promoted to be brigadier general ol 
the United States army, and was as­
signed to the command of the Depart­
ment of the Columbia Soon after­
ward he was transferred to the De 
partment of California, becoming the 
départment commander at the same 
station where he had for so many 
years been post commandant.
With the development of plans for 
the invasion of Cuba, after the war 
with Spain -began in 1898, the presi­
dent and secretary of war began to 
look about for suitable leaders. Prom­
inent among the eligibles was General 
Shafter. President McKinley made 
him a major general of volunteers on 
May 4, 1898, and he was assigned to 
command the troops in the Santiago 
campaign.
Shafter was put in command, and 
he conducted the Santiago ,campaign 
in an original and peculiar style. He 
is a big man and has long been afflict­
ed with the gout, and he ordered the 
advance pn Santiago while lying at 
ease in a transport off the landing 
place, far from the enemy’s guns. Ac­
cording to the accounts of President 
Roosevelt and others present in the 
field, he ordered the men to march 
through the chaparral ùnder t ie  mur­
derous fire of the Spaniards, and but 
for the good judgment of thè officers 
in command our army would have suf­
fered ignoble defeat and terrible loss 
of life. They, concluded to ignore 
Shafter’s orders and proceeded on 
their own plans, preventing further se­
rious loss and gaining snch advan­
tages that the Spaniards, under Gen­
eral Toral, were fòrced to surrender.
October, 1899, General Shafter went 
o r  the retired list of the regular army, 
having reached the prescribed age of. 
64 years. He, however, remained in 
command of the Department of the 
Pacific until July 1, 1901, when enlist­
ment of Spanish war volunteers ex­
pired. He retired with the rank of 
major- general.
Sister Mary Julia Is Dead. 
Chicago, Nov. 14. — Sister Mary 
Julia, founder and mother superior of 
St. Vincent’s orphan asylum, in this 
city, who gained an international repu­
tation in religious circles because of 
her benevolence and assistance to the 
poor, died at the orphanage of pneu­
monia after an illness of a few days. 
Sister Julia, whose former name was 
Sophie Woelfel, entered the convent 
of the Sisters of Charity a t St. Vin­
cent’s de Paul Society, at Emmits- 
burg, Md., when she was 15 years old, 
and for the last 25 years has been 
actively connected with the religious 
and charity work of the society. Sev­
eral years ago, while connected with 
the St. Agnes hospital, Baltimore, Sis­
ter Julia founded the new water cure 
sanitarium, t
Dropped Dead Running For Train. 
Trenton, N. J., Nov. 14. — V. C. 
Sweetman, of 1508 Green street, Phila­
delphia, dropped dead here while run­
ning to calch a train. Mr. Sweetman 
was 85 years old and was visiting here.
The finest wool blankets in a wide variety of sizes and 
weights run from $2.50 to $10.00.
Fine fleece lined garments 30 cents, reduced from 50 cents. 
Men’s Merinq garment 50 cents, in white and gray. The very 
best makes of men’s wool underwear in red and gray at $1.00 
and $1.25 a garment. Men’s grey ribbed fleece lined underwear 
50 cents-a garment.
Women’s and Children’s Underwear always a 
feature here. We retail all grades of underwear at about the 
same prices as many other dealers must pay at wholesale for the 
same quality. We do a big underwear business, which gives us 
the advantage in buying.
F i n e  F u r s  are a great specialty here; we have 
handled the same for twenty-five years with no complaints. 
Newest styles in Ladies’ and Children’s Coats.
FALL STYLES HATS
Largest .Stock In Montgomery Connty to 
Select From.
Soft Hats, 50c. to $3.00.
Stiff Hats, $1.00 to $3.00.
Our Hats are sold by all stores in this section. ASK FOR THEM.
Tracey, : the Hatter,
m i. 38 2.  Main S treet, N orristow n, Fa.
FALL and WINTER
OUR LARG E STOCK OF
SUITS a n d  OVERCOATS
For Men, Yonng Men, and Boys for 1906.07 Consists or tbe
F in est and B est T ailored  Clothing
To be bad An the market to-day, surpassing anything in tbe Cloth­
ing line ever offered in Norristown as to the STYLE, FIT and 
WORKMANSHIP, at prices fhr below our competitors.
(?ALL and SEE.
SAM UEL D. CRAW FORD,
MAIN AND C H ER R Y  S T R E E T S ,
10-18 NORRISTOWN, PA.





is a human instinct^ and life-long 
effort of all good parents.
But do you want the result of your 
labors secure, and your children 
- cared for after your death according 
to your wishes ?
If so, make a will; have this com­
pany assist in settling your estate; 
but consult us first. Our suggestions 
may be valuable and cost you nothing.
PennTrustCo.
“The Company that pays 
3% Interest for every day 
the money is on deposit. ” 
N O R R I S T O W N .  P A .
P ERKIOMEN VALLEYMutual Fire Insurance Co. 
of Montgomery County.
Incorporated May 13, 1871.
Insures Against Fire and Storm.
INSURANCE IN FORCE, *10,000,000.
Office of tbe Company:
COLLEGEYILLE, PA. 
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secbetaby. 
H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.
Regular office day of the Secretary, Friday 
of each week ; also every evening.
M RS. JH. £. VANDERSLICE’S
E A T IN G  HOUSE,
Main St., between Barber Shop and Post Office 
Oollegeville, Fa.
Meals to order; eatables furnished at all  ̂
times. Oysters, all styles; families supplied.' 




| Men’s Furnishing Goods ! J
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF 
'WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR 
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything 
you are looking fir, and all at thé right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS 
■will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND, INSPECT OUR STOCK.
W M .  ZE3I- G I L B E R T ,
1S3 WEST MAIN STREET,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
10-18. . , • .■ ' ______  ' •: •_____
TH E M A R Y  SCHULZE
Copper Sin? Mining' and Smelling Co.
Incorporated, under the laws of the State of Colo­
rado, and Capitalized at* $1,000,000.
Par Value of Shares $1.00, full paid and non­
assessable.
This Company, owns, free from all encumbrance, 120 
Acres of Ground underlaid with rich veins of 
COPPER awaiting development. One vein alone is sixteen feet 
in width and at least a half-mile in length, and there is every in­
dication that this will be one of the most valuable mining prop­
erties in the United States. The ore taken from the mine will 
be reduced right on the grounds to blocks of almost pure copper 
ready for refining. The Company’s property also contains valu­
able water rights and an ample amount of timber for building 
and mining purposes. '
For the next 60 days shares of the capital stock of the 
Company will be sold at 50 cents per share.
Address all communications to
DR. CARL SCHULZE, President,
C O LLEG EVILLE,
AN INCREASE
in Income offers the opportunity to add more 
to the sayings account. The addition of in­
terest on money saved is an accretion to the 
increase. All amounts deposited in the 
Savings Department of the
F ir s t  National Bank,
tMORRISTOWN, PA.
bear interest, and can be withdrawn with­
out notice ; an advantage offered by no 
other kind of investment. To those desir­
ing to accumulate a certain sum for a 
specific purpose, this arrangement is especi­
ally desirable.
3 PER CENT. INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS 
PAYABLE ON DEMAND.
Brownback’s Store
T R A F F E
Is  crowded with a large assort­
ment of
Fall and Winter Goods
MARKED AT
Low est P rices.
Dress Goods, Fancy P-laids, Flan­
nelettes, Canton and Wool Flannels, 
Outing Flannels, Lhdies’ Flannel­
ettes and Percale Wrappers, Red 
Blankets and Comfortables. A com­
plete line of Underwear for Men, 
Women and Children.
Men’s Pantaloous .and Overalls, 
Shoes in variety, Rubber Boots and 
Shoes, Felt Boots.
Oil Cloth and Linoleum in variety 
of patterns.
Chase’s Lap Robes, Horse Blank­
ets and Stable Blankets.
Guns—Single and double-barrel, 
hammerless; Ammunition, Gunning 
Coats and Leggings.
Parlor Oil Heaters—3 Styles.
Hardware, Oils, Paints, Poultry 
Powder, Crushed Oyster Shells.
COMPLETE (LINE OF
Groceries and Provisions.
E. G. Brownback, Trappe.
X-ÿ5* I f  you have anything to 
tell, advertise it in the Indevendent
WE #ELL WHAT MOST 
PEOPLE WANT IN
FOOTWEAR.
That is the reason why our store 
is a busy place. You could choose 
at random here and be sure of 
good values Really our shoes are 
wortfi more than they cost, in style, 
in fit, in service, comforts. The 
satisfaction given others may be 
yours if you make yóur purchases 
here.
Full line of Men’s, Women’s 
and Children’s Shoes. Remembes 
our Women’s Shoes at $2.50; they 
are fine.
H .L .N Y C E
6 E. Maiu St., Norristown.
- FURNITURE -
SPRING IS'COMING—THE TIME tfOR
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
HOU8EFURNI8HING8.
Tbe first thing to decide, is :
“Where will I purchase ?’'
Before making your choice, it will be to 
your advantage to call and examine stock 
and secure p.rices at
The Collegerille Furniture Store
Wtaire it is always a pleasure' to SHOW 
GQOD8.
A FULL LINE of all grades of
Furniture and Housefurn­
ishing Goods in Stock. *
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths*and Lin­
oleums.
Picture Frames made to order.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended, to 
promptly.
m  FU R N ISH IN G  B
Undertaker >  Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive 
the most careful and painstaking attention
John L. B echtel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
’Phone No. Y8.
G ET TOUR P osters  P rin ted  •* the Independent Offlee. Advertise Your Sales in' the Independent.
STATE AND GENERAL NEWS.
• ■ , V
8TRIKE CLOUDS BREAK
Eastern Railroads Reach Agreement 
With Employes.
New York, Nov. 14. — There no 
longer appears to be any danger of a 
strike of railroad employes in the 
east, as the situation with reference 
to the demand of the members of cer­
tain organizations was considerably 
cleared. The New York, New Haven & 
Hartford and the New York Central 
came to an agreement with commit­
tees representing the firemen 'of the 
two roads affecting the status of the 
men on the new electric locomotives, 
and. the adjustment committee of the 
Brie locomotive engineers announced 
it had come to an agreement with the 
officials of that system.
It was stated at the offices of the 
Erie system that there will be no 
trouble in reaching an agreement with 
the firemen at the proper time, as 
President Underwood’s letter to Chief 
Hannahan was not a refusal to grant 
concessions to the dissatisfied men, 
but simply a request to hold off until 
settlements could be made with yard­
men, switchmen, brakemen and. other 
employes of the company. It was said 
that when these' adjustments shall 
have been made/ the.demands of the 
firemen will be taken up and those 
cohsidered reasonable he granted.
GRANTED 10 PER CENT. RAISE
Railroads Controlled by Pennsy Au­
thorize Increase in Wages.
Philadelphia, Nov. 14.^Carrying out 
the action taken by the board of di­
rectors of the Pennsylvania Railroad 
company, the directors of the Northern 
Central railway, the West Jersey & 
Seashore railroad and the Philadel­
phia, Baltimore & Washington rail­
road, which companies are controlled 
by the Pennsylvania railroad, author-, 
lzed an increase of 10 per cent, in thé 
wages of all permanent employes re­
ceiving iéss than $200 a month. . gj
On the Northern Central 6924 men 
out of 7150 employed are affected by 
the increase. The present monthly 
wages , of the men concerned amount 
to $369,530. The increase for the year 
will be $443,436.
On the Philadelphia, Baltimore & 
Washington 9611 are affected and the 
Increase for the year will be $615,26’4.
In the case of the West Jersey and 
Seashore railroad 3382 men will re.- 
eeivé the increase. Their present 
monthly wages amount to $179,942, 
the increase amounting to $215,928 
a year.
Cumberland R. R. Raises Wages.
Cumberland, Pa., Nov. 14.—An in- 
chease of 10 per cent, in the wages oi 
all employes receiving less than $206 
per month was announced by the Cum­
berland Valley Railroad company. The 
Increase is effective December 1st
KILLED BY A BURGLAR
Son of Wealthy Pittsburg Man Shot ts 
Death By Thief.
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 12.—Henry F. 
Smith, 25 years old, son of Joseph 
Smith, a prominent and wealthy busi­
ness man of this city, was shot twice 
and almost instantly killed by a burg­
lar whom he surprised in the dining 
room of his father’s residence in the 
East End section of the city.
That a desperate battle took place 
between Smith and the burglar is evi­
dent from the disorder in the dining 
room and kitchen of the Smith home. 
In adidtlon to two bullets which were 
found to have entered Smith’s body, 
five other balls were found lodged in 
the floors and walsl of the two rooms. 
Three cartridges of Smith’s reyolvet 
had been discharged. Neighbors adja­
cent to the Smith home heard the 
shots and ran to their windows, bul 
say they saw no one running from the 
house. Hundreds of dollars worth oi 
silver plate had been - gathered to 
gethei* by the burglar, who apparentlj 
had been -in the house some time be 
fore being heard by young Smith.
The entire police and detective 
forces are working on the case, but so 
far no clu^has been discovered.
ADVOCATE BRYAN’S CANDIDACY
Travelers’ Anti-Trust League Will 
Work For His Nomination.
New York, Nov. 13.—At a meeting 
of the Commercial Travelers’ Anti- 
Trust League William Hoge, president 
of the league, in an address, advocated 
William Jennings pryan for the next 
Democratic presidential candidate, and 
urged the members of the organization 
to assist in establishing clubs to work 
in behalf ol Mr. Bryan. Hqrry -W. 
Walker, chairman of the executive 
committee spoke along the same lines 
as Mr. Hoge.
It was voted that a  committee be 
appointed to consist of 50Q0 Denfocrat- 
ic commercial travelers, to ’be known 
as the “Traveling Committee.” It was 
pointed out that the members on their 
journeys over the-United Stat6s will 
distribute literature and organize Bry­
an clubs. It was also voted to estab­
lish a “record bureau,” in which arti­
cles attacking the trusts will be kept, 
to be reprinted in pamphlet form for 
distribution.
-One of Oldest Twins Dead.
Amsterdam, N. Y., Nov. 13.—Jacob 
Steen died at the home of his grand­
daughter here in his 91st year. He and 
his brother, Walter, of Syracuse, who 
was at his bedside when he passed 
away, were • the oldest twins in the 
United States. The Steens were born 
May 19, .1816, in the town of Florida, a 
few miles from here.
Whiskey Kills Little Girl, 
Hopkinsville, Ky., Nov. 14.—-.A 6- 
year-old daughter of James Cannon, a 
saloonkeeper, died from the effects of 
four ounces of whiskey which she 
drank from a bottle she found on the 
mantle. Physicians worked for 24 
hours in an effort to save her life.-
DOUGHERTY DEATH ACCIDENTAL
Long Needle Pierced His Heart When 
He Embraced Sweetheart. 
Scranton, Pa., Nov. 13.—After a day 
spent in investigating the death of 
Thomas Dougherty, of DWnmore, who 
was killed by being pierced in the 
heart by a hat pin or long needle, the 
local police and County Detective 
Phillips decided to withdraw the war­
rant. that had been issued for the ar­
rest of Katie Burke, the girl who was 
suspected of having feloniously caused 
his death.
The authorities aré of thekopinion 
that they can never break <M?wn her 
qtory that the wound was accidentally 
Inflicted. She says that she had been 
mending her brothers cloSbes with a 
long needle, used commonly hereabouts 
in mending miners’ heavy outer cloth­
ing, and that on going down town in 
the evening she stuck the pin the bos­
om of her dress. Dougherty, who had 
been her sweetheart, hailed her and 
asked her to take a walk with him. 
She consented and they repaired to a 
field, where they sat on a log to talk. 
After a time he attempted to embrace 
her and the point of the needle that 
was in her dress caught in his vest, 
while the “eye” or blunt end, rested - 
(against her corset. In the embrace 
the needle was forced into his body, 
through the fifth rib and into the cav­
ity between the pericardium and the 
heart Half an inch of the needle was 
fixed in the rib in such a manner that 
(every time the heart beat the (apex of 
' the heart was prodded by the point of 
¡the needle. Hemorrhages resulted that 
caused death.
; Coroner Stein, who performed the 
autopsy, declares that Dougherty must 
-have suffered more agony during the 15 j 
that he lived , than any victim of the 
most cruel” inquisition that history or 
fiction records, - With 70 pulsations to 
(the minute, it is figured, that the Heart 
was prodded no less than 60,000 times. 
He was conscious ,13 of_£he 15 hours.
FARMER MURDERED 
Was Shot In the Back While Driving 
Home.
Bellefonte, P'a., Nov. 14. — Josiab 
Dale, a prominent farmer of this coun­
ty, was murdered while on his way 
from his farm on Nittany mountain to 
his hqirce in Centre Hall.
Dale, who had been at his farm 
’ nearly all day, did not start for his 
home until dark. This was the last 
seen of him alive. When he did not 
reach home ■ friends started out to 
search for him. The searching party 
had not proceeded far when it came 
upon Dale’s horse and buggy. On in­
vestigation the farmer’s body was 
found hanging over the dashboard at 
the vehicle. Dale had' been shot ip 
the back about two -inches below the 
left shoulder blade, and so close was 
the. murderer to his victim that the 
entire charge of shot penetrated Dale’s 
body, boring a hole nearly two inches 
(in diameter through the man’s body. 
Part of the charge penetrated the vie-' 
tim’s heartland death must have been 
instantaneous.
The murderer used a shotgun loaded 
with No. 6 shot, and must have placed 
the muzzle of the gun within a few 
inches of the farmer’s back. There is 
no clue as to the identity of the 
murderer.
BAD NEGRO THIS
Shoots and Kills Three Men at Ashe­
ville, N. C-, and Escapes.
Asheville, N. G., Nov. 14.—Fighting 
bravely in defense of their police cap­
tain, Patrolmen Charles Blackstocl: 
and William Baley, of this city, were 
shot to death on South Main street by 
a negro, who also killed one negro and 
fatally wounded another. The mur­
derer gave his name as W ilrHarris, of 
Charlotte, N. C„ a desperado, for 
whom a large reward has been stand­
ing for some time. Prior to the death 
of the two officers a negra restaurant 
keeper named Ben Allison was shot 
and killed by Harris without provoca­
tion. Another negro named Tom Neil 
liep mortally wounded, he, too, being 
¡shot before the officers took a hand ia 
the melee. The negro escaped.
Á general alarm Was turned in by 
the chief of police to call out the mili­
tia companies, ánd several armed 
posses quickly formed to pursue the 
murderer.
JOHN MITCHELL RENOMINATED
Mine Workers’.Leader Will Not Retire 
From Union.
Indianapolis, Nov. 13.-—All doubts ns 
to whether President Mitchell intends 
continuing as president of the United 
Mine Workers of America or not have 
been set at rest by the announcement 
that Mr. Mitchell has been renominat­
ed for the office, and that he will, per­
mit his nomination to stand.
Two Killed By a Train.
Baltimore, Md., Nov. 12, — George 
Strohecker and Paul Meyer, brothers- 
in-law, while walking on the tracks of 
the Pennsylvania railroad on their 
way to a cemetery to visit the graves 
o f ' relatives, were struék by an ex­
press train, Strohecker being instantly 
killed and his body horribly mangled, 
and Meyer dying, without regaining 
consciousness, about an hour after 
the accident, which occurred a short 
distance from Carroll station, near the" 
city. . ______________
Stands On Steeple to Win $25 Bet.
Mahanoy City, Pa., Nov. 12.—Hand- 
over-hafld Gus Siek, a young miner, to 
win a bet of $25, climbed 160 feet to 
the top of St. Joseph’s church steeple 
here and stood upright upon the bars 
of the gilder cross.
Roads Impassable From Snow.
Washington, Pa., Nov. 14.—Rural 
mail carriers traveling routes .north­
east of Washington reported that snow 
in such quantities had fallen that 
some of the roads were impassable 
and they were forced to take to the 
fields to get around drifts.
17 DEAD IN 
BURNING WRECK
Immigrant Train Takes Fire After 
Collision With Freight
45 BODIES WERE CREMATED
Chicago, Nov. 13.—More than one- 
half the passengers on an immigrant 
train on the Baltimore & Ohip road 
were killed and injured in a collision 
between the passenger train and a 
freight near Wood ville, Ind.
One hundred ànd . sixty-five passen- 
gers were on the train. Of these 47 
were'-either killed outright or werè \ 
burned to death in a fire that broke 
out in the wreckage immediately after- 
the collision. The names of all of the 
dead will probably never be known, 
as 45 of the bodies were consumed in 
the flames or were so Kfdly burned 
that identification will he" out of the 
question.
Thirty-eight people'were injured,and 
-several of these will die. Eighty pth- 
ers escaped unhurt, but lost nearly a ll, 
tlieir baggage and clothing.
The disaster was caused by a blun­
der of some employe of the railroad 
coinpany, hut just where the blame 
lies has not as yet been determined. 
The passenger train, which was load­
ed with Russian Jews, Servians and 
Poles, all of them recent arrivals in 
this country, and bound for Chicago 
or plaees in the northwest, - was the 
second section of a through train from 
Baltimore.
A light snow was falling, and as the 
freight was rounding a sharp, curve : 
just west of Woodville the second sec­
tion of the immigrant train came in 
sight a  short distance away, tearing 
toward Chicago at the rate of 40 miles 
an hour. The two trains came togeth­
er with unslackened speed, and in the 
crash six passfenger coaches and sev­
eral freight cars were knocked into 
kindling wood, andv together with the 
locomotives, went rolling down thé 10 
foot embankment.
Fire broke out almoqt immediately 
in the wreckage, ahd although a num­
ber of the injured were saved by the 
desperate effiprts of the train crew 
and surviving passengers, the greater 
part of those who were pinned down 
in the debris were burned to death. 
The flames spread through the wreck­
age so rapidly that it was impossible 
to save a number of people who were 
only slightly hurt, but were held fast 
by timbers that weighted them down. 
These were burned in plain sight of 
the throng that stood around the scene 
of the disaster, utterly unable to lend 
assistance in any way. The fire con­
tinued until ail of the shattered car3 
were entirely cohsumed, and of the 47 
people whose death followed the colli­
sion, 45 were burned to ashe* All of. 
the six cars of the immigrant train 
were burned, as were three freight 
cars.
The depot in Chicago was crowded 
with men and women who had come 
to this country to escape the massa­
cres in Russia, and who, after months 
of hard- work, had saved enough to 
pay the passage of member’s of their 
families,- and their grief, when they 
became aware th a t possibly all their. 
sacrifice- and effort had resulted only- 
in the death of those whom they had 
sought to bring to them, was pitiful.’ 
Crowds of Russians and Poles waited 
aroung the depot ail day for news 
from Woodville, and when a train 
came in hearing the 38 injured per­
sons, all of whom were taken to Mercy 
hospital for treatment, it was with tije 
greatest difficulty that the police were 
able to open a passageway for the 
wounded.
Schooley Indicted For Forgery.
NSeranfcon, Pa., Nov. 14. — George B.-- 
Schooley, the central figure in the Con­
test over the estate.of the late J. L. 
Crawford, was indicted for forgery by 
the grand jury. Shortly after Schooley. 
started the contest, he was arrested 
at the instance of James G. Sheperd, 
one of the heirs, and held in bail for 
court oh the charge of forging the 
name of Mr. Crawford to the will and 
codicil, which he was endeavoring to 
have probated. Schooley will be tried 
at, the next term of criminal court.
Shot Little Sister Dead;
Burlington, N. J., Nov. 13.—Henry 
Prisco, 10 years old, shot and 
instantly killed his 13-year-old sister, 
Mamie, in their home in tire Italian 
quarter at West Palmyra. The shoot­
ing was done with a muzzle loading 
shotgun to repel burglars. ! The boy 
got the weapon from a closet and in­
tended to frighten his sister, who was 
still in-bed. He did. not know the gun 
was loaded and pulled the trigger. 
Part of the. littlq . girl’s head was 
blown off.
Three Per Cent. Raise For Miners.
Hazleton, Pa., Nov. 12.—The wagej 
of the anthracite miners for the cur­
rent month will be 7 per cent, above 
the $4.50 basis., This is 3 per-cent, 
higher than thé October wages and as 
high as the rate ever was under the 
sliding scale. Notice of the increas® 
was received from United States Com- 
misisoner of Labor Charles P. Neil, 
who, under the agreement between .the 
operators and miners, computes the 
rate every month.
' Killed In Football Scrimmage.
Great Falls, Mont, Nov. "12.—In a 
fohtball game at Fort Shaw between 
the Great Falls team and the Fort 
Shaw Indian team James Curtis,'full­
back for the, Great Falls team, was 
killed in a scrimmage, internal injur­
ies bringing about death. Curtis was 
25 years old and a native of Syracuse, 




.National Congress. in Session at 
Philadelphia. \
PART OF MEASURE ADOPTED
Philadelphia, Nov. 14—The National . 
Congress on Uniform Divorce Laws, 
in session in this city, adopted about 
ore-third of the proposed uniform bill 
as drafted by the committee appointed 
at the meeting held in Washington 
nine months ago. The portions adopt­
ed include sSven cause« under which 
annulment of a marriage may he ob­
tained and six causes for absolute 
divorce.
Delegates from 27 states and the 
District of Columbia and .representa­
tives o f’all Protestant denominations 
who attended the international confer­
ence on marriage, together with the 
Catholic prelate; Bishop Shanley, of 
North Dakota, attended thq sessions, 
which were presided over by Governor 
Pennypacker. |
The important, changes in the bill 
are the striking out of all reference to 
proceedings and practice, leaving the 
question for the various legislative 
bodies to pass upon. The - committee 
decided that so long'as open hearings 
are . held and the laws ’ provide for 
direct service on the respondent and 
fix a punishment for collusion, the 
measure need not conform to any 
fixed rule. ' ■
The causes for which divorce can be 
granted are infidelity, fpiony, bigamy, 
desertion, habitual drunkenness and 
Intolerable cruelty, and in the discis­
sions of the various sections there was 
little opposition to any of these pro­
visions, but in the list of causes for 
annulment of marriage, opposition was 
presented against" several.
Governof Pennypacker^ took excep­
tions to the clause which provides 
that if either party unknown to the 
other was insane at the time of mar- 
riagfi, it should be annulled. The gov­
ernor held that the clause n o t. only 
gave the sane party the right to begin, 
suit, but also to a committee of the 
lunatic. This would give a co mmission 
appointed by the c.ourt a rightt to be­
gin a suit in the name of an insane 
party, even if the person not. insane 
did not want divorce: He Signed that 
marriage was a personal rela'ipn and 
a third party had no rights in the con­
tract.
Seneca N. Taylor, of St. Louis, and 
C. La Rue Munson, of Willi imsport. 
Pa., clashed with the governor on the 
subject. Mr. Taylor said the third 
party is the public, and it has a right 
to forbid the propagation of children 
from the insane. The question of prop­
erty rightsshe also held was involved. 
Mr. Munson,, said the clause was the 
only protection for an insane person 
against a designing man or woman. 
He cited a case where relatives and 
friends were helpless to protect an 
imbecile who had married a designing 
woman. The clause was adopted.
There was also opposition to the 
clause annulling the marriage of a 
girl under the age of 16 and a youth 
under 18. Ernest Merten, of Wiscon­
sin, held that a girl under 18 -years 
was incapable of making a proper mar­
riage contract, and Frank H. Kerr, of 
Ohio, favored the law; of his state, 
which makes the marriage of a boy 
under 21 and a -girl under 18 void. 
Miss Rachael Siegel; of Utah, the only 
woman speaker, held that 16 years for 
the girl was all right. She said: “We: 
women ought to know.” The clause 
: w as; adopted.
Though personally opposed to di­
vorce. Bishop Shanley voted for the 
' sections iri behalf of his state because 
the other delegates were not present.
WILL PROSECUTE OIL TRUS’T
Government Will Try to Dissolve 
Standard As It Now Exists. 
Washington. “Nov. 13.—While no au­
thoritative statement could be ob­
tained in regard-to the m att.r, there 
is good reason to believe that the gov­
ernment has decided to institute pro 
eeedings against, the Standard ¿Oil 
company under the |  Sherman , anti­
trust act, with a .view of obtaining an 
order of the court dissolving the com­
pany as it how exists and restoring to 
each of the 75 or 89 .constituent c”m- 
' panits its proportionate share, of the 
stock and also .Compelling tbe mbierv- 
ance of the law -inhibiting them f t- id. 
entering into any .contract., agreement 
or understanding with each other wiUj 
a view to maintaining prices cn oil.
KILLED BY PET DEER ‘
Wealthy Flour Exporter, of Montrialr, 
N. J., Fatally Cored.
New York, Nov. 12.—It 'was defi­
nitely established at Montclair. Id.. J.,
' that a pat buck deer killed H rbe-rt 
• Bradley, a wealthy fl.ur e:rp r er, 
dvhose dead body was 'to n i on 
• the, preserves a f his hem? fh re. 
Deputy County Physician Simmons of 
Orange, found that Mr. Bradley « death 
was due primarily to the deer’s rip­
ping open an artery in his hip. The 
horns of the buck, the largest one 
belonging to Mr. Bradley, and hr-* spe­
cial pride, were found to be covered 
with blood. The animal also attacked 
him with his hoofs.
President’s Party Nearing the Isthmus 
Washington, Nov. T4.—According to 
a wireless message which reach 'd the. 
White House, the battleship Louisiana 
with the president and party on board, 
was 600 miles off Colon. The wenth r 
was. reported to be fine. The message 
came from the naval station at Guam 




DOUBLE COUPONS * *« « « « « « «
42nd Anniversary Sale 
All This Month.
DOUBLE SILVER COUPONS. '
No other store offers such a wide scope of choice. No other store has-better made garments £, or smarter styles. No other store gives within 25 per cent, of the value you get here, and 
E we’re safe in saying we sell more clothes than any two other stores in Pottstown. Of course 
E this didn’t come about by chance. Away back in the sixties this business was built upon solid 
r  rock foundations. By selling reliable goods and nothing else maintained thoroughly honest 
E business methods. This popular store grew old in years, but youthful in aggressiveness. Now 
E we celebrate our birthday with a sale overflowing with greater, better and most desir- 
E able money-saving opportunities—fall in line—get the best clothes—Double Coupons, and m save money.

































Men’s and Boys’ $8.50 Suits in single or double-breasted coats, all wool, in both neat and fancy effects, 
plaids and stripes, Venetian lined coats, center vents. Anniversary Sale price, $ 7. 50,
M en’s and Boys’ $12 S u its , Beautiful gray
and dark, neat Dpixed worsteds, single and double-breasted 
coats, true black and blue serges, perfect fN /| A  A A  
fitting garments. Anniversary Sale price, J) 1 U . U U
M en’s and Boys’ $15 S u its , Haod tailored
garments, full concave shoulders, non-hreakable fronts, 
long'sweep lapels, inverted side pleats or center vents, 
every known fabric and design, including -1 O  f \ f \  
blacks and blues. Anniversary Sale price, I / . I  M I
M en’s and Boys’ $18 C ustom  T a ilo red
Suits, pure worsted and wool garments, beautifully made 
and trimmed, absolutely perfect in every detail, both as to 
fit and finish, graj'B, browns, greenish grays, T
club checks and stripes, vent or ventless coats, 4) 1 0
M en’s H igh-G rade $25 Hand Ta ilo red
Coats, garments made from the finest foreign worsted 
yarns, beautiful combinations of colors, neat club checks 
and mixtures, all new, form and semi-form fit­
ting, single-breasted coats, ho vents,
Men’s Cravanette Raincoats, $10.00 to $25.00.
Bargains in Boys’ Reefers and Overcoats.
$2 Russian C oats, double-breasted, cut loose
to neck, velvet collar, belt in back, long cut, ^  A O  ET 
sizes 2  ̂ to 8 years. Anniversary Sale price, 1 . ¿ j \ )
$4  and $3  50 Russian or Reefer Overcoats, Baltic friezes, fancy cheviots, gun 
metal buttons, velvet collars, extremely stylish, well made coat for little cbaps ; also, 
long coat for big boys. Anniversary sale price, jCsjf~ $2.98.
$ 4 5 0  B o y s’ Coats. Three-quarter length, double breasted reefers, light and dark 
heavyweight gray cheviots, all-wool lined, sizes 2-̂  to 10 : also loose long gray frieze 
coats for big hoys. Anniversary sale price jj $3.50.
$6 60 B oys B lue Chinchilla Reefers, also gray friezes and fancy cheviots, gun 
metal buttons, red or gray wool flannel liDed ; also, Russian and long coats for big 
boys, extraordinary values. Sale price, gggT1 $5 00.
$20
$10
Golden Opportunity to Bay Winter Clothes.
M en’s and Boys’ $10 O vercoats3 black, Oxford
grays and navy blue, in all-wool frieze, kerseys and meltons ; 
also, fancy overplaids, full backs, semi-form fitting and <3?'7 KA 
medium loose backs, all lengths, from knee to shoe tops * • ' l l /
M en’s and Boys’ $12 A ll-w o o l O vercoats,
in blacks and Oxfords, grays and fancy gray cheviots, every 
length and model, loose backs, form-fitting and medium loose 
backs, with and without vents; all cut with broad, concave 
shonlders, velvet collars and splendidly lined. Anni­
versary Sale price
M en’s and Boys’ A ll-w o o l O vercoats, iD me>-
tons, kerseys, frieze and cheviots, colors are black, dark Oxford 
grays and medium shades of gray in cheviots, all band tailored 
throughout, and workmanship perfect. Anniversary gy
Sale price w l t w
M en’s and  feoys’ $18 H and-T ailo red  O vercoa ts
Blacks, dainty grays, light grays and fancy materials, every coat 
thoroughly well made by first-class workmen; better K
than the usual custom work 9 1 8
$20, $25 and $30 Overcoats making them cost you during the 
Anniversary Sale $18 00, $20 00 and $25.00. *
Toung Men’s Cravanette Raincoats $6 50 to $20.00.
BARGAINS IN BOYS’ SUITS.
B oys $2.50 Suits. Sailor Blouse Russian and double-breasted, good, strong, 
warm fabrics, in fancy mixtures and blue cheviots. Anniversary sale price J ^ 5>$1.98.
B o y s’ $4.00 Suits. Double-breasted, sailor blouse or Norfolk styles, neat worsted 
effects and serviceable, all-wool cheviots. Anniversary sale price, J  $2 98.
B o y s’ $5.00 Suits. Our famous indestructible, double-seat and knee suit, linen 
fronts, lined with beautiful all-wool gray cheviots ; also, Dudley suits ; 2 pair of 
pants. Anniversary sale price $3.85.
serges, double-breasted sailor blouse and Russian styles, knickerbocker or plain pants, alsoaBtouts. Anniversary Sale price $5 00.
^ o t t s t o - ^ r x x ,  F a .





Nothing gets harder wear than a 
horse blanket. If  .you want a blanket 
that will last—that will give wear 
and warmth, and settle the blanket ques­
tion for a few years—buy a 5 A  H o r s e  
B l a n k e t .
Strong warps-—best filling—close 
weaving. Hundreds of designs, styles 
and patterns. All materials—>-all prices, 
but every blanket better than any 
other blanket at the same price.
Your local dealer buys the long- 
wearing 5A Blankets direct from the factory, 
and can therefore sell them cheaper than 
dealers can sell inferior blankets pur- 
^  cbased through jobbers at high prices.
All Genuine 5A blankets nave 5A Stays Under Straps.
B ay  a  5A SQ UARE B L A N K E T  fo r  street use.
Buy a  sA B IA S G IR T H  B L A N K E T  fo r stable.
b e w a r e  of imitations. Made DV WM. AYRES & SONS, PHILADELPHIA. Pa.
V
Fashions for the Feet \ 1 / rh •.IAivX
AT-
Weitzenkorn’s.
The footwear for to-day Is fashioned for ease 
and comfort as well as for STYLE, ELEGANCE 
and WEaR. ' ; ,
Our Shoes Cover All These 
Points*.
M  “T“ I p  , All Our Shoes selling above $2.00 are
• t ^  I I L—. • damp proof, having a. cork layer be-
. tween the soles.
Wearing Qualities
at Low Prices.
I N T E R E S T I N G  F O W L S .
Bird. That Are Money Makers For 
Farmer or Fancier,
The Buff Plymouth Rocks, like their 
kinsfolk of the Rock family, are a 
hardy, useful fowl,’ good for any lo­
cality and a money maker for the farm­
er or fancier. They are about the same 
size as the Barred Rocks, the males 
weighing from nine to ten pounds and
LU FF PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
the females from seven to eight pounds. 
TI.ey dress nicely for market, and their 
yellow skin shows but little trace of 
pinfeathers.
They are good layers and good moth­
ers and, taken all together,- are ideal 
fj~‘ls for the American home, being 
even superior to the Barred variety, 
since they are more easily bred true to 
color.
We see no reason why the Buff Plym­
outh Rocks should not become one of 
our favorite -breeds.—Home and Farm.
B A R B E D  W IR E .
A Carrier That -Is Convenient For 
Holding the Spool.
A convenient device for holding barb­
ed wire when making a fence is de-
BA RBED  W IR E  CA RRIER.
scribed by a winter in Farm and Home. 
The following, together with the illus­
tration, explains it:
Having much wire to stretch, i  ar­
ranged a sled, as shown in the cut, for 
holding, a spool of wire while the,same 
was unrolled along 'the line of fence. 
The runner« (A) should be two by six 
or eight inches arid six .to eight feet 
long. The upright post (B) should be 
of the same dimensions two and one- 
lialf feet high. The braces (C) may bs 
of one by four inch stuff. Bore holes, 
at top of (B) in-which to insert the 
iron bar (D), as shown, for holding 
spool to be unwound. By fastening the 
er.d of wire to post and driving off 
along line of fencfe, wire is easily laid 
ready for stretching.
C a r e  o f  B ees-.
Modern hives with good brood cbam- 
l o-s equal to the laying capacity of 
the queen are considered best for win­
tering; the stores are usually sufficient. 
When ail breeding is over' for the sea­
son the central combs are often defi­
cient in stores. Here a good, practical 
feeder comes into requisition, one that 
can be used during the cold nights of 
October and that will woTk success- 
f'V'y with thick sirup.' Nothing is gain­
ed by compelling the bees to evaporate 
a large amount of water so late in the 
season. For late feeding us'e about one 
quart of water to every fourteen 
pounds of the best granulated sugar. 
Ydhen early feeding is practiced thin 
sirup may be used, but for late feeding 
we need the sirup very thick, just thin 
enough so the bees can work it nicely. 
—American Agriculturist.
A$te of Cement Posts.
Where live stock has access to the 
fence we would not advise putting 
them in too soon after they are made. 
The man who makes Tiis own posts 
need have little fear if he puts them in 
the ground when they are a month or 
six weeks old. A line post four inches 
square^at the bottom and three inches 
a: the $op is considered plenty strong 
enough for all practical purposes, pro­
vide-, it 13 properly strengthened by 
the use of an iron rod or wire. For 
corner posts of course much more ma­
terial must be used.—Iowa Homestead.
The Shying Horse.
Slicing is a dangerous habit. I t can­
not i' -cperly be termed a vice, as it is 
-’y t':e result of defective vision. 
Gent'e treatment, soothing words and 
patient persistence in accustoming the 
animal to the dreaded object will often 
effect a cure. To lash a horse because 
it shies or is frightened only aggravates 
the evil. The punishment is associated 
with the frightful object, and the horse 
will f;>?r it more and more each time 
the effect is encountered, and there- 
f ... .. . j3 the worst way shying can
be treated.—Denver Field and Farm.
THE GROWTH OF TROUT.
Age, Food and Temperature Seem to 
Have No Bearing on Sine.
The Salvelinus fontinalis, which is 
currently but Inaccurately called brook 
trout, was supposed for many years to 
be g small fish. Agassiz was largely 
instrumental in exploding this fallacy. 
It is not an uncommon thing for an 
angler with ordinary luck to get a  six 
or seven pound trout of this variety. 
I t  is known that a. trout may grow to 
weigh eleven or twelve pounds. There 
is, however, great difficulty in account­
ing for its variation in size.
In northeastern Canada there are 
large streams and.lakfiaJJLWhifcb.onlT j
Bngeriffigs have ever been found? In 
the immediate vicinity of snch water 
three and four pound trout are quite 
common, and seven and eight pounders 
are not phenomenal. In all these wa­
ters Crustacea do not abound; there are 
no small fish of any kind except small 
trout All the fish are pure fly feeders. 
At some places, it is true, frogs abound, 
but, taken as a whole, the difference In 
food supply is not an adequate expla­
nation for the difference In growth.
There Is no substantial difference in 
the waters as to temperature, size, ori­
gin and course. Climatic conditions 
are the same. The small trout taken to 
virgin lakes in which there are no fish 
have sometimes .grown to. a great size.
have sometimes remained small and 
sometimes have not thriven. The an­
glers who haunt these waters have not 
yet found a satisfactory explanation 
of this peculiar condition of things. It 
Is one of the mysteries which lend 
fascination to the a r t  “You never can 
tell what is going to happen when you 
go fishing.”—S t Paul Dispatch.
A Money Question.
Jack—What’s the difference between 
the color of a rose and a counterfeit 
¡copper? Dick—I hate to give up any- 
thing with money in it, but I do. What 
is the answer? Jack—One is a good 
scent, and the other isn’t.—Bohemian 
Magazina.
Ladies’ Extra Fine Sunday Shoes, $1,25 
and $1.50, Button or Laqe.
The largest assortment of Ladles’ $2.00 
Shoes in Pottstown. All styles.
Children’s Fine Sunday Shoes, 65c., 75c., 
and $1.06.
Exclusive agent for “Sorosis” and Ziegler 
Bros.’ Stylish Shoes for Women.
Boys’ and Youths’ Fine Sunday Shoes, 
$1.00 and $1.25, and upwards.
Men’s Box Calf Extension Sole Shoes, 
$2.00 and upwards.
Men’s and Boys’ Colt Skin Shoes, $2.00 
and $2.50. - v
Exclusive agent for Ralston Health and 
A. W. and W. Shoes for Men.
IMPORTANT : We Give Coupons, Good for Silverware.
w e i t z e i s t k : o r i t 7s
Pottstown’s Leading Shoe Store. 141 High St.
H. Xj. SAYLOR, Proprietor.
ALL KINDS OF CEMETERY WORK IN PLAIN AND ARTISTIC DESIGNS.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED. ESTIMATES FURNISHED.
IMZAJI 1ST STREET : : COLLEGEVILLE.
